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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In classical physics the position of a particle can be measured 
to as great an accuracy as measuring instruments allow. The position 
of a system or property is usually considered to have all the properties 
of a coordinate, and to be related to velocity and momentum in the 
customary way, 
f = V = | .  ( 1 . 1 )  
Position is also taken as canonically conjugate to momentum, 
[x^.Pj] = .  (1.2) 
Nonrelativistically the center of mass is an example of a position 
which satisfies these properties plus others which will be enumerated 
in Chapter III. 
The role and properties of position in relativistic quantum 
mechanics are less clear. There is no guarantee that a position is 
even an observable in the practical sense. One may not be able to 
do an experiment which measures i t .  If particles have some extent 
of the order of the Compton wavelength X = ^ (about 4 x 10'^^ cm. 
for the electron), a measurement within that distance must be made 
with photons or other particles of a frequency w m, in other 
words with energy equivalent to the mass of the measured particle. 
Such photons will obviously disturb the system they are measuring. 
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Because of these problems, position is not a very fashionable 
quantity in fundamental particle theory. Momentum and angular 
momentum can be measured, with the consequence that the coordinate 
or position representation has been dropped in most applications 
in favor of the momentum representation. It is nevertheless of 
interest to construct reasonable position operators for relativistic 
quantum mechanical systems. Such operators may provide a new way of 
describing particle interactions. The construction of these oper­
ators also displays the way in which the various properties of parti­
cles can be distributed in space. 
The problems encountered in constructing relativistic position 
operators have led to as many operators as there are authors, al­
though many of the operators can be shown to be equivalent. Lorentz 
covariance is one property which is subject to several interpretations. 
The research presented in Chapters II and IV is an attempt to put a 
certain kind of position operator into a formalism where its co-
variance properties are carefully displayed, thus allowing other 
properties to be satisfied without obscuring covariance. 
The order of the chapters was chosen to build up to the results 
in Chapter IV in a natural way. Chapter 11 is a development of 
hyperplane formalism with no reference to position operators. This 
formalism is an extension and modification of Fleming's ^ hyperplane 
formalism. The work in Chapter II is original. 
Chapter III, on position operators, has two sections. The first 
is a formal statement of the requirements which can be imposed on 
position and the resultant operators which fulfill certain of the 
conditions. This section will acquaint the reader with the general 
problem. There follows a "brief" chronological review of the litera­
ture which has been expanded with the thought of using i t  as the 
basis of a review paper. Much attention is paid to the early (pre-
1950) works because a careful study of subsequent works has revealed 
that very few new ideas have been added since 1950. Different 
approaches and motivations have led to the same operators repeatedly. 
Chapter III contains no original work, however the results of so many 
authors are included that it  was necessary to do a considerable amount 
of interpretation. 
Chapter IV contains much original work. It  brings the hyperplane 
formalism and position operators together with the construction of a 
"point" and "local" operator. Pointness and locality are discussed in 
detail. The Dirac operator is analysed for these properties and then 
generalized to any spin. Hyperplane formalism is used to clarify co-
variance properties of the position and the results are discussed. 
Notation will be found in Appendix A. Appendix B and Appendix G 
contain various identities. Appendix D is a derivation of a spin 
operator and Appendix E discusses a hyperplane transformation. 
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CHAPTER II 
FORMALISM 
Hyperplanes 
One of the properties which can be postulatGo for a position 
operator is that it  transfer:.! under an Inhcniogenc-ous Lorer.tz Trans­
formation (ILT) as a four-vector. Unfortunately, v;hen certain com­
binations of other properties are postulated the resultant operator 
can appear non-covariant. This problem especially arises v/hen the 
operator in question is defined as a three-vector time-dependent 
location of some spatial property. Then the "zeroth" component of 
a four-vector position v/ould be the time t .  Since t  is a c-nuraber 
and X is a vector operator, an ILT will mix components to give a 
new position operator in which the space components are not all 
operators and the time component is not all c-number. 
It  is possible to eliminate many problems of apparent non-
covariancc by using a formalisir ,  which expresses the operators as 
functions of space-like surfaces (hyperplanes) rather than as 
functions of time. The two expressions are equivalent, since to 
say that the time coordinate of a point is t  = t^ is to say that 
the point lies on a spacelike hyperplane satisfying the equation 
The hyperplane formal ism of Fleming ^ at first"glance seems to 
complicate,the definitions of operators, r.ov.-ever once i t  is mastered 
it makes covariance easier to attain and dynamical position op­
erators easier to visualize. 
A hyperplane is a space-like three-dimensional surface in 
space-time. The time-like unit normal to a hyperplane defines 
its orientation. 
-> 
X 
0 
In the diagram some origin and space-time axes are arbitrarily' 
chosen, then the hyperpl&nc 
x^ ri^ = T (2.1) 
is drawn such that is a time-like unit normal vn'th n . = 1 y 
and is the four-vector from the origin to any roi::t in the 
hyperplane. Implicit in this definition is the choice of the 
arbitrary origin and (x,t) axes to which the hyperplane parameters 
and x are referred. Families cf hyperplanes which share n 
but have varying T parametrize space-tice. 
A variation on this formalist:! is to imagine observers "sitting" 
on hyperplanes, so that the time-like unit normal to a hyperplane is 
some observer's time axis. Thus space-time is filled vn'th possible 
coordinate systems, any of v/iiicii may be used by an observer; and the 
hyperplane parameters can label operators or states observed by the 
different observers. The "preferred" coordinate system, v;hich defines 
the origin for the parameters, is occupied by a metaobserver who 
observes observers. 
The transformation from.one hyperplane-system to another is 
simply the ILT. Thus the hyperplane formalism is a way of looking 
at the passive interpretation of ILT's. In order to study co-
variance under ILT's, i t  is necessary to distinguish between 
properties which depend on which observer is observing them and 
those which are observer-independent. Thus a new notation is 
introduced to label operators and tensors doubly; one label refers 
to the observer and one to the metaobserver. The metaobserver will 
be referred to by Greek letters w, v, p, a, . . .  (p = 0. 1, 2, 3) 
or Latin letters i ,  j ,  k, . . .  (i = 1, 2, 3). The observers will 
be labeled by Greek letters a, 6, y, . . .  or Latin letters 
a g bj Cy .  
We define a tetrad, or a set of four vectors, 
la • 
Here means four unit vectors (t,  ,  X2, x^) as seen by 
the observer a. They are his choice of coordinate axes. The y 
then refers to the u-th component, as seen by the metaobserver 
p, of the vector. Thus 
tîq = n° = (1,0, 0, 0) n-i = (0, -1. 0. 0) 
,  ( 2 . 2 )  
n' = (0, 1, 0, 0). 
in observer a 's system, is the projection of observer a 's 
y-axis unit vector along metaobserver y's x-axis. A word of 
caution: is neither a vector nor a tensor; i t  is a set of 
four unit vectors. Tetrad identities are listed in Appendix C. 
We have labeled the four axes of a hyperplane observer by 
To fix his origin v/e need the further label a^, the four 
vector from the metaobserver's origin to the observer's origin. 
Thus {a^, pinpoints a specific observer, as seen by 
the metaobserver. The diagram illustrates this notation. 
observer 
{a%,n%} 
metaobserver 
One can see that a^ and are as good parameters for ILT's 
as d^ and and i t  will be shown how to use them as such. 
We introduce further state labels for the state [m s e p X>, 
namely and a^, which tell which observer is deternining the 
eigenvalues used to label the state. Also we use the four-vector 
p® instead of the three-vector p. This injects some redundancy 
into the labeling but proves easier to work with, p® is some p 
chosen by the observer (a^, n^} who labels his axes with a. 
We can drop m s c because they look the same to all observers and 
we are not mixing irreducible representations. Thus a state now 
looks like 
|n% p* . 
This is the state 
1p" X (m s e)> 
as seen by observer {a^, .  
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The metaobserver would see the vector 
p" (2.3) 
while the observer sees P°. Another observer {a'^, 
a 
could select a state 
(n'^ a'^ p" x> 
and think he has chosen the same state as the first observer. 
However the metaobserver will see the p°^ chosen by the second 
observer as 
P'^ = n'% p" f P% .  (2.4) /V 'S P«  
The states are formally defined by 
P® |n^ a^ p^' X> = p"^ InJJ a^ p" X> (2.5) 
InS p* x> = P* |n% a% p* X> '  (2.6) 
p*^ X> = X |n^ a^ p*^ X> .  (2.7) 
3 **• S is the a = 3 component of the spin operator S defined in 
Appendix D. 
It  will be convenient to shorten the notation from 
|n^ a^ p® X> to in a p"^ X>. One must bear in mind that n 
and a do not add any group-theoretical information to a state; 
they merely specify who chose and labeled the state. 
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Little Group Theory and Two Special Transformations 
When doing little group theory it  is necessary to select 
some special momentum p^, usually defined as (em, 0), and 
find the operators in its little group, i .e. which leave it  
alone. When observer a chooses a 
p"=em(l,0) (2.8) 
the metaobserver y will se it  as 
Py = cm .  (2.9) 
We have nov; set up the necessary background to introduce 
two special Lorentz transformations defined to operate on states 
In^ a^ p" X>. First we define these LT's on states for which 
a 
a^ = 0, then generalize to the cases a^ # 0. Thus a state can 
be labeled }n^ p*^ x>. .  
When we mean for a transformation to act on vectors or 
operators we shall write i t  in matrix form, e.g. When i t  
is to act on a state it  will be written without super or sub-
eration A; the two are related by 
scripts, e.g. A. A^^ is a parametrization of the unitary on-
A = i  V (2.10) 
such that 
A~^ P^A = A^^ P^ (2.11) 
for any four-vector ooerator P^ and where u and A 
• yv yv 
must be found for any given A. 
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The first transformation is the familiar pure LT with no 
rotations which takes the state |n^ p" X> into the state 
^ X>, where ^ is the arbitrarily chosen "special 
momentum" for Itttle group theory. We call this transformation 
&(n;p) and define it  by the equation 
|n^ p° X> = £'\ri;p) p" X> .  (2.12) 
Choosing ^ = em(l,0) makes 2(n;p) also the transformation 
to the rest system of particle, where ~ 
To generalize this transformation to the state jn^ a^ p" X> 
we need some notation of ILT's. A general ILT is represented 
by (d,A) with the rule 
(dp.AgiCd^^Ai) = (dg + Agd], AoA^). (2.13) 
For any ILT (d.A) i t  is true that 
(d,A) = (d,l)(0,A). (2.14) 
Thus when we wish to study how an observer {a^, 
and states In^ a^ p X> transform under an ILT we can deal 
'a a 
with the problem in two steps; a translation (d,l) and a 
homogeneous LT (0,A). 
Let parentheses ( ) mean that an observer is performing 
an operation and brackets { } mean that the metaobserver is 
performing it .  Now we show how an ILT {d,A} looks to observers 
{a,n} and {a',n'}. (In referring to observers i t  
is convenient to abbreviate to {a,n}.) 
n 
The results 
and 
(d.l) = {d,l} 
(0,A) = {a - Aa,A} 
(2.15) 
(2.16) 
can be seen by inspection of the two diagrams below, 
vobserver 
metaobserver 
/ a-Aa 
Vpbserver 
metaobserver 
These can also be written 
(d.l) = {d,l} 
(0;A) — {a -  Aa,A} 
(d*,l) = {d*,n (2.17) 
(O.A*g) = {aV - A^v a^.A^^,} (2.18) 
to represent the matrix elements rather than the general unitary 
transformations. 
Then 
(d,A) = (d,l)(0,A) (2.19) 
= {d,l}{a - Aa,A} = {d + a -  Aa,A} .  
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Similarly 
{d,A} = (d + a -  Aa,A) .  (2.20) 
However "a" in observer brackets ( ) is "-a" in metaobserver 
brackets { }. Or, 
a* = -n* (2.21) 
u 
We can now define a^; p) such that 
|n^ P°^ X> = (n^, a^; p) |n^ a^ p°^ x> 
( 2 . 2 2 )  
and 
(0, (n;p)) = {a -  (n;p) a, (n;p)} 
= (n, a; p). (2.23) 
So when observer {a^,Ti^|} performs &"^(n;p) the metaobserver 
sees (n, a; p). 
a 
Thus 
(n;p) = 2"^ (n, 0; p). (2.24) 
The second transformation L(n';n) takes a state 
Inj;] ^  A> to the corresponding state |n'^ p*^ X> of another 
observer. These states are defined by 
P° InS P* %> = P* ln% P* x> (2-25) 
P'° |n'% P* X> = p"" |n'% p* X> (2.26) 
and 
$3 p" x> = X In" p° x> (2-27) 
S'^ In'* p" X> = X In'W o'^\> (2.20) 
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The question is how these states relate to each other. 
Since 
'  P% In P* X> = pP In 2* X> (2.29) 
and 
P% In' P* X> = n'% pP In' 9* x> 
= P* 1^' P* (2-30) 
we can define 
SO that 
pv In' x> = L(n';n)V, n^ p* |n'  X> .  
Then 
.L(n';n)*v = n'^% n^ (2.31) 
is a Lorentz transformation. 
It  is always true that if 
P" |p" X> = p" 1p" X> (2.33) 
and A is a Lorentz transformation then 
A |p^ X> = A^^ A 1P^ X> .  (2.34) 
Hence if 
|n'g P^ A> = L(n';n) jn^ P*^ A> (2.35) 
then 
P^ |n'% p^ A> = L(n';n)^v jn'; ^ x> (2.36) 
(2.31) 
(2.32) 
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and the equations are consistent. This leads us to tentatively 
defi ne 
In'^ p" X> E L(n';n) In^ ? x> ,  (2.37) 
which can be verified by testing the eigenvalues of Pand 
S'^ on L(n';n) |n^ p" A>. See Appendix E for this proof. 
Some results with L follow. 
L"^ (n';n) P'"" L(n';n) = P"" (2.58) 
L(n';n)^g = n" (2.39) 
L'^ (n;n') = L(n';n) (2.40) 
L(n:n') In' X> = |n p*^ x> (up to a 
phase). (2.41) 
The proof of the equation (2.41) is useful for seeing the 
proof of the more general result. 
|n p°^ x> = (n;p) in p^ x> 
= (n;p) L(n;n') &(n';p) In' X> .  (2.42) 
We need to show that this equals L(n;n') )n' p°^X> .  Throughout 
this proof i t  must be kept in mind that 5," (n*;p) = jv^^(n;p) and P c> 
&^^(n;p) = n^ &°g(n';p)n^. Here n specifies the observer, as in 
equations (2.3) and (2.4). The notation can be confusing; 
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First multiply by L~\ from the right to get 
(n;p) L ( n ; n ' )  &(n';p) L"^ (n;n') L(n;n'). 
Now the middle three terms must be shown to equal 2(n;p). 
Let them act on an arbitrary vector a^: 
[L(n;n') L""" (n;n')]W^ a\ 
L(n;n')^p &(n' ;p)^jj L'^(n;n')^^ = n'" %(n';p)Pp n'g n^. 
(2.43) 
But since &(n';p) is the transformation to the rest system, 
A(n';p)^g can be written as functions of p^ = p'°\ Then 
is a function of p^ and 
nj (n'p %(n';p)Po n'g) n® 
is a function of P^. i .e. is 2,(ri;p)^^. Thus 
[L(n;n') &(n';p) L"^(n;n')]^^ a"^ = &(n;p)^y a^ (2.44) 
for any vector a^. So we have now: 
2"^ (n;p) £(TI;P)L (n;n') In' p^ X> = In p" X> 
(2.41) 
= L(n;n') In' p" X> .  QED. 
Now we define the transformation L(n,a;n',a'),  which is 
the generalization of L(ri;n') and takes the state jn'^ a'^ ^ X> 
into the state a^ p° X>. See the following diagram. 
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metaobserver 
observer n' 
L ( r i ; n '  )  
observer n 
a -  La' 
By inspection we see that 
L(n,a;n',a') = {a - L(n;n') a ' ,  L(n;n')} 
= {a,l}{0,L(n;n' )}{-a' J} .  
To check the definition 
|n a X> 5 L(n,a;n',a') In' a '  p*^ X> 
(2.45) 
(2.46) 
is straightforward, once we establish the formulation of the 
little group theory in this notation. 
When we want to apply a general LT A to a state jn p°^ X> 
(note this is the homogeneous case) we will use &Cn;p) as 
follows: 
A In p" x> =  ( n ; A p )  & ( n ; A p )  (n; p )  |n X> 
Here 
=  ( n ; A p )  R ( n , A , p )  { n  p ^  x >  
=  D ^ , ^ ( R ( n , A , p ) )  I n  ( A p ) ^  X ' > .  
R ( n , A , p )  =  2 ( n ; A p )  A & " ^  ( n ; p )  
(2.47) 
(2.48) 
is a rotation in the little group of p. can be found by 
using Euler angle parameters relative to n^. The X  is a 
summation index and does not refer the the n' observer. 
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One useful result is that 
(R(n',A,p)) = (R(n.A,p)). (2.49) 
This is essentially because these are just coefficients which 
relate the state [p° x> to the states |(Ap)^ x'> and both 
the primed and unprimed observers will calculate the same co­
efficients. 
It is worth noting that "active" or "passive" transformations 
need not be mentioned because the observer-metaobserver approach 
eliminates this distinction by specifying who is making the trans­
formation and on what. 
Now to show that 
In a p° X> = L(n,a;n',a') In' a '  p° x> . (2.50) 
= £"^ (n,a;p) L(n,a;n',a') £(r, ' ,a ';p) |n'  a '  p° x> 
= {a -  Ji~^{n;p)a, (n;p)}{a - L(n;n')a',  L(n;n')} 
{a* -  £(n';p)a',  £(n';p)} In' a '  p° x> 
= {a -  (n;p) L(n;n') £(n';p)a',  
(n;p) L(n;n') £(n';p)} |n' a'  p® x>. 
We already showed that 
£"'(n;p) L(n;n') & ( n ' ;p) = L(n;n') (2.42) and (2.41) 
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so 
In a p* X> = {a -  L(n;n')a',  L(n;n')} In' a '  p° A> 
= L(n,a;n',a') jn' a '  p° \> (2.50) 
= {a,l}{0,L(n;n')}{-aM} |n' a'  p° x> 
= e"' P"*" L(,;n') |n'  a'  p'  x> 
12.51) 
Again we leave out the phase factor which each state carries, 
but the relative phase between states is seen from 
In a p° x> = L(n;n') e^ ^ ^ % |n'  a'  p® x>. 
12.52) 
Now for a general ILT acting on a general state. A 
general ILT can be broken into a translation and a pure LT. 
The translation £d,l} can be expressed by 
{d,l} |n a p° x> = e"^ ^ |n a p'* x>. (2.53) 
In hyperplane variables this becomes 
{d,l} in a p° x> = (d,l) [n a p" a> 
•; W nG Y .  
= e"' ^ "V ^ in a p° x> 
= e-i In a p= x> 
= e~^* P |n a p* x> .  
Here P°, p°, and are all as seen by observer 
A useful identity is (2.55) 
id,l}£a' L(n';n)a, L(n';n)} = {a' -  L(n';n)a, L(n';n )}{L"' '(n';n)d,i} 
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so that 
{d,l} In' a '  p" X> = {d,l} L(n',a';n,a) |n a p*^ X> 
(2.56) 
= L(n',a';n,a) {L'^ (n';n)d, 1} |n a p" X>. 
In' a'  p® X> = L(n',a';n,a) e'"* (n';n)ci)^ |q & p* 
(2.57) 
Now let the observer {a^.n^} perform a homogeneous LT Then 
or 
e 
we define 
= Ti^ (2-5%) 
and 
A(n,a) = {a - A(n)a, A(n)}. (2.59) 
Next we define a special rotation R to be 
R(n) = &(n;Ap) A(n) 2"^ (n;p). (2.60) 
Then the observer performing A on a state looks like 
A (TI,A) In a X> = {a -  A(n)a. A(n)} jn a p® X> 
= {a - (n;Ap)a, (n;Ap)}{a -  R(n)a, 
R(n)} In a p^ x> 
= sT (n,a;Ap)(0,R) |n a p X> 
= £'^ (n,a;Ap) (R) |n a p^ X'> 
= D^.^CR) In a (Ap)G X'>. (2.61) 
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Now i t  can be shown that 
L(n,a;n',a') A(n',a') = A(n»a) L(n,a;n',a') (2.62) 
so 
A(n»a) In a p" X> = A(n,a) L(n,a;n',a') | ti '  a '  p" x> 
= L(n,a;n',a') A(n',a') |n'  a'  p*^ X> 
= I  (R') In a (Ap)^ X'> (2.63) 
where R' = R(n'). We stated earlier that 
0 ^ , ,  ( R )  =  0 = , ,  ( R M  ( 2 . « )  
when a = a '  =0. This still holds, as R has no dependence on a or 
a ' .  
Combining translations and LT's we get the ILT 
(d,A) In a p^ A> = (d,l)(0,A) |n a p" X> 
= {djl} A(n,a) [n a X> 
=  I  0 % , ^  ( R ( n ) )  
in a (Ap)° X'>. (2.64) 
21 
CHAPTER III 
POSITION OPERATORS 
Formal Approach 
The idea of position in relativistic quantum mechanics is a 
carryover from classical mechanics and can be understood by com­
paring the classical structure with various possible generaliza­
tions to relativistic and quantun mechanical structures. 
In classical nonrelativistic mechanics of spin!ess, non-
interacting particles one can define the following algebra of ten 
generators of various transformations: 
"4 
p = p 
( 3 . 1 )  
J = q X p 
K = mq . 
-y 
Here p and q are canonically conjugate momentum and position 
obeying 
[q^, Aj] = 0 
[ P i »  P j ]  =  0  ( 3 . 2 )  
22 
where [  ,  ] is a Poisson bracket. 
H generates time translations and is called the Hamiltonian. 
P generates space translations and is called the momentum. J 
generates space rotations and is called angular momentum. K 
generates transformations to coordinate systems moving with uni­
form velocity and is called the boost operator. 
These operators form the algebra of the Galilei group and 
they are a familiar and straightforward set. 
[ P . ,  P j ]  = 0  [ P ^ ,  H  ]  =  0  
[ J i ,  M  3  =  0  [ J . ,  J j ]  =  E . j k  O j ,  ( 3 , 3 )  
[J^, Pj] = Eijk [^i '  " ^ijk 
[ K . ,  H  ]  =  P .  .  
[K., Kj] = 0 [K., Pj] = m 
( 3 . 4 )  
where m is mass. 
For classical relativistic mechanics of noninteractirig spin-
less particles, a corresponding algebra can be defined which gener­
ates the Inhomogeneous Lorentz Group (ILG). 
[  ,  ] now becomes i  (commutator). -M = c = 1. All of 
equations (3.3) are retained but equations (3.4) become 
[K., Kj] = -G^jk Jk [K-i'  "  ^ij (3.5) 
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The operators H and K become 
K = Hq (3.6) 
while J and P stay the sane, q and p also obey the same equations 
In nonrelativistic mechanics if X is the position we let X = q 
and find that 
The third of equations (3.7) follo'vs from the feet that K is a 
funct ion  of  q  and  thus  of  X.  
In relativistic mechanics one might expect the position, as 
a function of time, to transform as follows under the various trans­
formations: 
(3 .2 ) .  
[X . ,  KJ]  -  0 .  
(3 .7 )  
A time translation of x, generated by i i :  
X'(t) = X (t+T) = X (t) + t[X,  H]  +  . . .  (3 .8 )  
A space translation of a in direction i ,  generated by P 
(3.9) 
which implies 
[Xj(t), P. ]  =  6 . .  .  (3 .10)  
A space rotation of 8 about the 3-axis: 
X^' = X^ cos 6 -  Xg sin 0 X^' = X^ sin 9 + Xg cos 8 
(3.11) 
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These equations lead to 
[J^. Xj] = X|^. (3.12) 
A boost to a frame moving with velocity v in the x-direction: 
X '(t ') = -i~ (X (t) - vt) 
' ' 
Xg/gCt') = Xg gft) (3.13) 
1 x. 
or, letting s = tanh"^ v 
X^'(t ') = X^Ct) cosh s - t sinh s 
Xglgft') = Xg^gft) (3.14) 
t '  = t  cosh s - X-j (t) sinh s .  
These, after some manipulation, lead to 
[X., Kj] = Xj[X., H] .  (3.15) 
Equation (3.15) is an unusual commutator equation, in that it is 
quadratic in X on the right side. Equations (3.10), (3.12) and 
(3.15) are the expected commutation relations for X if X behaves 
the way coordinates behave. 
A further generalization from nonrelativistic classical 
mechanics takes us to relativistic quantum mechanics of a spin-
less particle where a product AB must be symmetrized to 
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1/2{AD + BA); [ ,  ] stands for -L times the commutator; and 
equations (3.1) beconic 
2 o 1 ^ -V 
H  =  ( p  +  m  )  P  =  p  J  =  q x p  
^ ^ (3.16) 
K = l/2(Hq + qH). 
q and p are now an irreducible set of Hermitian operators obeying (3.2)  
The requirements on X derived in equations (3.10), (3.12) and 
(3.15) become 
[Xi,  Pj]  = [J . ,  Xj]  = X^ 
(3.17) 
[X-, Kj] = l /2(Xj[X.,  H] + [X.,  H]Xj) .  
Equations (3.3), (3.5) and (3.17) are expected to be satisfied by 
the operators H, P, J, K, X in a relativistic quentun mcchanical 
theory. Other nice properties for a position operator X to have 
are that the velocity be represented by 
[X., H ]  = V. (3.18) 
P ^ ^ P 
(V. = — nonrelativistically V. = r— relativistically) 1 lu I rl 
and that the components of X be simultaneously measurable 
[X^,  Xj]  = 0 .  (3.19) 
Condition (3.19) v;e will call locality. 
It can be shown that 
[[X.,  H], H] = 0 (3.20) 
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which, with definition (3.13), means [V^., H] = 0, or the velocity 
does not change with time. This says acceleration is zero and in 
the case where it is applied to two or more particles it rules out 
interactions. (3.20) is called the "No Interaction Theorem" and 
it is a difficulty stemming from the last of requirements (3.17), 
[X^, KJ] = ^XJ[X^,  H] + [X^, H]XJ) , which is usually taken to 
imply Lorentz covariance. The worldline of a particle traced out 
by the position X which obeys (3.17) is a straight line and thus 
very dull. Therefore the condition of "Lorentz covariance" bears 
re-examination. It was derived by assuming X(t) would trans­
form the way coordinate points transform under Lorentz trans­
formations. This means that if two different observers in coor­
dinate systems moving with some relative velocity both look at a 
spacetime event, that is some point on the wcrldlina, the point 
itself stays the same but their descriptions differ. In fact the 
condition (3.17(c)) is often called the "invariant worldline 
hypothesis". The diagram below illustrates the property of world-
= l ine invariance. 
worldline 
point on worldline 
reference frames of two observers moving with some relative veloc 
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The Lorentz covariance has been imposed by making the position on 
the worldline behave as a point and therefore such position 
operators can be called point position operators. If one believes 
that particles are points or that all their dynamical properties 
behave as points then one wants point position operators. 
It is possible to construct position operators X as functions 
-V 
of H, P, J, K which satisfy all of equations (3.17), (3.18), and 
(3.19) for spin = 0. 
X = q (3.21) 
p 
is the solution and it is point, local, ?.nd gives velocity v = .  
When we introduce spin S we must expand the set of Hermitian 
-y -y -• 
operators from which we construct H, P, J, K to include S as 
shown in equations (3.22) 
[q^,  Qj]  = 0 [p^. Pj]  = 0 [Si ,  Pj]  = Si j  
(3.22) 
Cq., S.] = 0 [p.-, Sj = 0 [S;, SJ = S,,. I J I J I J IJIV 
Then a canonical form for the generators is 
o p 1/2 
H = ( p + m )  P = p  J = q x p + S  
"*• "I (3,23) 
K = l/2(Hq + qH) + (H + m)"' p x S. 
Restricting the solution to operators linear in S one can find an 
X satisfying (3.17), which is 
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X = q - aH~^(H+m)~^ (p'S)p + aS - p x S ,  (3.24) 
where a is any real number. 
There is no value of a for which [X., X.J = 0. The solution X = q 
• J 
would satisfy all but (3.17 c). 
There is another extension of the possible constructions of 
position operators, which is to add negative energy antiparticle 
states to the positive energy states whiclî can be eigenstates of 
position. This necessitates including sign of energy and other 
operators in the set of Hernitian operators. 
• The vector p corresponds to Dirac's original three natriccs 
Pis Pq and to tiie Pauli natricos 
whore 1 is ( q ^) 
(3.25) 
in this case is the sign of energy operator, nixes the 
differently signed energy states. In more familiar terns 
a = 2p-j S 3 = P3 • (3.20) 
->• -> 
The irreducible set of Hernitian operators q, n, S, p now obey 
(3.22), plus 
[q^-,  pj]  = 0 = [p^. ,  pj]  = 0 = [5^-,  pj]  
Cpi» pj] ~ ^^ijk (3.27) 
{pz, p.} = 26.- where { ,  } is the anti-
^ connutation bracket. 
Pi 
P2 
= ( 
P? = 
0 
1 
= ( 
1 ) 0 
= ( ? -n) 0^ 
0, 
0 -1 
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The generators are now 
(3.28) 
J = q X p + S 
and 
K = l/2(Hq + qH) + pg(p3H + m)"^ p x S = l/2p2(Wq + qW) 
+ o^fW + Pgf   m)~^ p  X S. 
Now there is a solution X to (3.17) and (3.19) which is valid for 
spin 1/2 and all other spins. 
A = 0 for S = 1/2 and the forms of p-j and pg change for different 
-*• -> -*• 
values of S. In this case X has no sense, though X is both point and 
local, i.e. obeys (3.17(c)) and (3.19). 
The well-known position operators of Dirac, Foldy and 
Wouthuysen, and Newton and Wigner, Pryce, etc., can all be written 
in one of the above forms, as shown later in this chapter. 
The Foldy-V.'outhuysen transformation is the unitary trans-
2 formation S which in operator form is 
X = q + pg S - pg IJ~^(U + m)"^ (p*^)p + '.-."^(l.' + n)""' p x S -r OgAp 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
or 
e 
+iS _ S (Sr.i t  a»p + SH} 
(2H(H+m))T/Z 
(3.31) 
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where 
B = sign of energy 
a = Dirac matrices 
H = (p^ + 
S was invented to diagonalize the Dirac Hamiltcnian 
"Pk = «Dirac (3.32) 
When S is applied to the Dirac position operator the result 
V  - t 10a ^ I£(a-p ) D  - (a X  D ) H  /o 
*Dirac Fvr "Dirac " ZTT 
n -» 
Identify -^vn'th S. Here refers to the fomi Vp. 
The Dirac velocity is 
^Di rac " 
from 
CXn,-„,-, H] = [X, Bni+a-p] = ^ (Sn + a-p) = a .  (3.34) 
We have let c = 1 or the velocity would be ca and have the 
expectation value of c. A oreferable velocity would be p/H. There 
is an operator which is the inverse Foldy-Viouthuysen trans-
formation of 
Lan = ^Dirac 
X is tu" depending on the sign of energy of the states being 
mean ~n .  ' 
considered, so X^^^n the velocity we would like, and 
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*Dirac - *mean = Zitterbewegung. (3.36) 
Ihus X„,_ .is the mean position, which moves with velocity ,  Mean n 
and oscillates with amplitude of the order of a 
Compton wavelength about the mean position. 
In the Foldy-Houthuysen (FVJ) representation X,,. p, is 
u  1  I  a C  I n #  
complicated (3.33). However, in form 
^mean FV! ~ ^Dirac ~ ^p* (3.37) 
-> 
It is X which reduces to the nonrelativistic position. 
mean 
For spin 1/2 equation (3.29) can be shown to be identical to 
equation (3.33). A = 0, V; = H, and the normalizaticx ^ust be 
->• -> 
changed. The FH transfom of X,„.„ is Xr.. in form and it iucGn Ul J GC 
goes to the nonrelativistic q for S = 0. 
It is interesting to note that since the canonical fi of 
->• 
equations (3.2C) is the FL' transfcrr of the Dirac H, and the X cf 
equation (3.29) or (3.33) which is point and local is the FW trans-
for;.! of the canonical tiie Dirac Hsiniltonian could be 
"derived" by insisting upon X of equation (3.29), then finding the 
transformation which carries it into q, then applying that trans-
fonratioR to "canonical' 
For spins zero and one, with some manipulation, the trans-
->• -» 
formation from X to q gives from the canonical li the Klcin-Gcrcon 
and Proca equations, respectively. 
The above development, starting with equations (3.1), is 
largely due to Jordan and Mukunda. It has been presented because 
of its clarity in defining position operator properties. 
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Historical Approach 
It is also informative to make a brief historical reviev/ of 
position operators, so as to introduce various lines of reasoning 
which lead to the above conditions and operators from different 
directions. 
The unification of relativity and quantum mechanics, with 
the inclusion of spin, was achieved by Dirac in his theory of 
4 the electron. His own book still provides a very clear chain 
of reasoning for the formation of a relativistic quantum-mechanical 
dynami cs. 
Special relativity demands that space and time coordinates be 
treated in a symmetrical way, or that x and t  (ct with c = 1) form 
a four-vector x^. This four-vector then transforms covariantly 
under Inhomogeneous Lorentz Transformations (ILT's). 
Since physical states are set up as functions of the space-time 
point (x,t), the principle of superposition of states is relativ-
istically sound. 
It is the physical observables of quantum mechanics which 
might not fit nicely into relativity. The correspondence prin­
ciple insists that physical observables be represented by 
Hermitian operators, which have real eigenvalues. But these 
observables may involve physical things at different spatial 
points at the same instant of time. In general it is not pos­
sible to have manifest covariance, i.e. symmetry in scace and 
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time components, for a complete set of commuting observables. 
Quantum mechanics also imposes the symmetrized product 
Y (ab + ba) on operators a and b in place of simply ab. This 
is because if a and b are real, (ab + ba) and i(ab - ba) are 
real, but ab is not real unless (ab - ba) = [a,b] = 0. 
Both the Schrodinger and Heisenberg pictures of quantum 
mechanics demand that the equations of motion be written in a 
Hamiltonian form. The Schrodinger picture puts time dependence 
in the states by defining states 'p at any instant of time t  and 
position X, and then writing the Hamiltonian equation 
i-h (x,t) = H(t) (x,t). (3.39) 
The time development is contained in the total energy operator 
H(t), which is assumed to always be an observable. For an iso­
lated system H is a constant. This picture corresponds to a 
continuous motion being applied to the whole vector space of 
state vectors ^(t). 
The Heisenberg picture fixes the state vectors and allows 
the dynamical variables to change with time. Then the equations 
of motion apply to the dynamical variables rather than to the 
states. For any operator 0, 
^ = [0,H]. (3.40) 
The total energy H of Heisenberg theory is obtained by a 
simple transformation from h of Schrodinger theory. Form (3.40) 
corresponds to classical Hamiltonian theory. Another carryover 
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from classical Hamiltonian mechanics is the Poisson Bracket [A,B] 
of two operators A and B. 
(3.41) 
where q and p are canonical coordinates and momenta. Quantum 
mechanical commutators correspond to ifi times Poisson Brackets. 
The algebra of Poisson Brackets is called a Lie Algebra. 
The Heisenberg picture uses commutation relations among 
operators to derive dynamical results. If the commutation rela­
tions remain the same under coordinate transformations given by 
ILT's then the Lie Algebra is the algebra for the Inhomogeneous 
Lorentz group. Whenever a transformation is made on an operator 
0 taking it into 0' = eT^^Oe^^, one has 
0' - 0 - [0,G] (3.42) 
where G is the generator of the (infinitesimal) transformation. 
To display relativistic symmetry, Dirac used the Schrodinger 
picture and derived his wave equation for the electron: 
where 
and 
P^ = 
ffi ^ (X, t )  = H T^J (x , t )  
K = p, a-p + Po mc 
1 0\ 
0 1 
0 0 
0 0 
/o 
/ 
P9 = 
0 
V 
(3.39) 
(3.43) 
(3.44) 
= 
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h 0 0 .0 
0 1 0 0 
0 0 -1 0 
\o 0 0 -1 
(3.44) 
a, = 
/o 
1 
0 V 
1 0 0\ 0 -i 0 
0 0 0 i 0 0 
0 0 1 °2 = 0 0 0 
0 1 0/ \o 0 i 
^3 = 
/] 0 
0 -1 
0 0 
\o u 
0 0^ 
0 0 
1 0 
0 -1 
0/ 
(3.45) 
He required that 
(3.46) 
and and both are four-vectors. A more familiar form of the 
equation uses 
a = a 
. (3.47) 
B = P3 • 
In order to create this covariant equation it was necessary 
to assume that and were canonically conjugate coordinates 
and momenta. To get spin 1/2 from the equation it is necessary 
to assume that orbital angular momentum 
L = X X p (3.48) 
and that total angular momentum is conserved. One finds that 
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_ X 
2 L + G = 0 (3.49) 
so J fi a is identified as the spin s^. Then 
L + s = J (3.50) 
is conserved. 
The assumptions about are reasonable, namely 
[x^.P^] = i-M 
transforms as a four-vector, and 
X X p = L. 
However the time derivation of x, given by the Heisenberg 
pi cture as 
•^ = X = [x,H] = ca (3.51) 
has led to some confusion. One expects 
x = v = f- = p li ^ (3.52) 
for a classical particle. Yet the Dirac x gives an eigenvalue 
of c for the velocity measured at any instant. Insight into this 
problem is provided by the following calculation. 
i-fi a = ctH -  ha 
= 2^ - 2cp. (3.53) 
But 
ifi a = 2a H, (3.54) 
since H and p are both constants. Then 
and 
s = i '  e% (3.55) 
S = 1 E-% H"' + CP 1."^ (3.56) 
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which gives 
X  =  -  ^  c  h - 2  +  [ Z p H - l  t  +  S .  ( 3 . 5 7 )  
a is a constant. 
From (3.46) we see that the velocity ca consists of two parts, 
ca = 1 ill c^ e-2^ H""' + c^ p H-"" , (3.58; 
the constant part c^ p being connected with the niomenturn as 
classically and the oscillatory part ^ c a° e~% being 
2H 
of such high frequency as to be rendered unnieasurable in any 
practical situation. Time intervals of measurements are always 
much larger than ^ ^ so the "Zitterbewegung" cancels out. Cut 
^ 2mc 
the velocity ca at any instant would give eigenvalues ± c. 
From (3.57) we see that x is similarly split into a constant, 
an oscillatory part giving rise to Zitterbewegung, and a part pro­
portional to p t  which gives the classical trajectory. 
In further development of relativistic dynamics ^ Dirac 
turned to the Heisenberg picture and set up the algebra of the 
ILG and considered different solutions to the equations given by 
commutation relations between and 
^^yv'^ 'pa^ ^yp "va ^vp ^yo ~ ^yo 'pv ^va ^py" 
Here he switches to a formalism where i 's and A's disappear. In 
trying to find dynamical operators which give Hamiltonian equations 
:  . . .  3 8  
of motion and Lcrentz covariance he considers different fonns for 
and given by different subsidiary equations which describe 
the space-time point of view. 
For example canonical coordinates and momenta with 
= 0 [pj^.p^] = 0 
(3.60) 
gi ve 
^ = Pp "yv = %Pv • %Pu (3 61 > 
as the simplest solution to (3.59). 
O The practice of referring to the energy p and nioraentur.: p 
and position q of a particle as being physical conditions at some 
instant of time t  leads to Dirac's "instant" form of dynamics. 
The subsidiary condition 
pQ = t  = 0 (3.62) 
defines a flat three-dimensional hyperplane in four-dimensional 
space. 
Using (3.60) and (3.62) one gets 
P. = p. M.j = q.p. - q-p. 
(3.63) 
PQ = (p^Pi + M .Q = q,-(PjPj + m2)T/2_ 
Adding interactions V and to and respectively leads 
to quadratic conditions on the V's which are hard to solve. 
Using three-dimensional surfaces which do not refer to some 
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one instant is another possibility. To get a simple form, the 
subsidiary condition 
q^ > 0 (3.64) 
is taken. This follows from insisting that the surface be left 
invariant by rotations about the origin" q^ = 0. Then the "point 
form solutions to (3.59) are obtained as 
Pp = Pp + % ~ - P^q^> 
(3.65) 
In the instant form, P. and M.. were simple because they I 1J 
leave the instant q^ = 0 invariant. In the point form 
is simple because it leaves the surface q^q^ = q^ > 0, 
which is one branch of an hyperboloid, invariant. 
In the "front" form, a plane wave front given by 
Oo = = 0 (3..66) 
is left invariant. By defining 
A. + A; = A„ - A3 = A. (3.67) 
and using +,-,1,2 as indices instead of 0, 1, 2, 3, one 
rewrites (3.66) as 
q_ = 0 (3.68) 
and finds solutions to (3.59) 
P, = Pi P_ = P_ MT2 " ^1^2 • ^2h (3.69) 
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M+_ = q+p_ p 
9 9 7 (Pi + Pg + 
+ p. 
(3.69) 
Here P., P_, and are the generators which leave 
the front invariant. All of these solutions (3.63), (3.65), and 
(3.69) have certain advantages and disadvantages dynamically for 
working out actual problems with many particles and interactions. 
The interaction terms must always be added to the generators 
which do not leave the instant or point or front invariant, and 
equations which must be obeyed by the interactions are hard to 
solve. Different interactions fit better into different forms. 
The instant form is the most familiar. The point form separates 
and into a complicated four-vector and a simple six-
vector which makes concise equations for interaction terms. The 
front form gives only three complicated generators and has no 
square roots. There is no conclusive argument in favor of any 
one of the forms. All of the forms use canonical positions q^ 
and momenta p^ as basic operators. 
In 1949 Mjjller ^ published lectures he had given in 1947 
on position operators. He departed from the canonical p's and 
q's of equations (3.60) and considered generalizations to rel-
ativistic quantum theory of classical positions, such as center 
of mass. Beb'/een 1920 and 1947 very little else had been done 
7 o 
with position operators. Born and Infeld and Pryce had 
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considered center of mass 
such that 
^ = i (H + xH ^) (3.70) 
L = q X p (3.71) 
where >t is an integral over the spatial distribution of the 
g 
particle. Later Pryce in 1948 published his derivations of 
several operators as possible relativistic quantum mechanical 
positions. Pryce, ^ Miller, ^ and Dirac ^ have probably 
stimulated most of the work on position done since 1948. There 
are many papers in the 30's and 40's on the development of field 
theory and quantum theory which assume various position operators 
with no particular justification. Papapetrou of Greece wrote an 
inaccessible paper in 1939 which Miller ^ acknowledges as similar 
to his. 
Miller first considers classical relativistic generalizations 
of "center of gravity". Classically one has 
X = 1 J (3.72) 
1 
or 
X 
[ ii(x,t) X d^x 
y(x,t) d\ 
(3.73) 
as the definition of center of mass. Equation (3.72) refers to 
discrete masses and equation (3.73) refers to a continuous mass 
distribution. Furthermore X gives the correct velocity: 
14 • (3.74) 
The use of proper mass M® or relativistic mass M = yM® is 
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4. 
unsatisfactory relativistically. M° gives an X with X not pro-
portional to P and M = yM® gives a non-uniform motion unless 
there are no interactions at all. 
However, using an energy density h from the symmetric energy-
momentum tensor T ,  Miller defines yv 
;, JL f "('y ; d3> 
- .. 2 A u A (3.75) 
"o c^ 
so that 
H X = -V- . (3.75) 
He then varies his approach using proper time T instead of 
t ,  discussing angular momentum, and adding spin to the picture. 
His final form for a "center of mass" is 
Xp = H { h (X'Xo) *M (3 77) 
This X is a non-manifestly covariant four-vector. It is a y 
function of the time (x^) and in order to get simple expressions 
for Lorentz transformations, the LT's must leave the time constant. 
The in (3.77) is the total angular momentum tensor and h is 
the energy density. X^ is a center of spin in the sense that the 
angular momentum is split into two parts, one of which is 
(x^ - X^) - (x^ - X^) P^ where are ordinary coordinates. 
Miller's approach to finding a position operator which fits 
into quantum mechanics as well as relativity is to symmetrize the 
product J h x^ d\ in (3.77) and also the definition of m 
uv 
« V - - \=Pii' to give 
. 4 3  
X# = I h - "wo (3-7%) 
His notation and somewhat informal (disorganized) approach make 
him hard to follow. He insists that be a c-number in any 
frame, which appears to contradict having X^ be a four-vector. 
However, tlie asymmetry of space and time is not a defect, since 
one does not ask for the probability that a clock read a certain 
value, nor is a wave packet allowed to be so distributed in time 
as to disappear exponentially in the past or future. Time does 
not appear symmetrically to space even in simple relativity. 
To make the position a function of proper time T would be 
to make it a function of v which is a q-number and cannot be 
used as a parameter in quantum mechanics. Both X and T are 
functions of the c-number t .  
This X does not have commuting components. 
[X.,X.] = (m.. - cn.P.h"^ + cn.P.H"^) (3.79) (M.c) T J J 1 
where 
and 
m. 
n = - (TÎI X P), (3.80) 
m ^^^23* '^31 * "^12^ '  ) 
p v - VPV-
An X can be constructed which has commuting components. 
X 
M011er calls this operator ^ .  It is defined so that 
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- ^ ^ ^ M = m + X X P (3.83) 
where 
^ • (3.84) 
The operator m has the properties of an angular momentum, 
X 
which m does not quite have. Also m is a constant of the motion. 
If "center of gravity" refers to the rest frame center of mass 
X 
and "center of mass" refers to (3.77) then X lies between the two 
in any frame. 
These definitions can be applied in any frame which has a well-
defined energy-momentum tensor. As an example Miller applies it to 
Dirac's theory of electrons. He shows the energy-momentum tensor 
T from which P and M are derived, pv p pv 
An X is defined as in (3.78), which obeys all the same 
commutation rules as (3.78), e.g. (3.79) and 
!3-85) 
^ Vo'') -
(3.86) 
[*p'^vp] ~ ~ ^"pv^P " ^PP^v '  p%o ^p^o ~ ^p^v^po^o ^ 
° (3.87) 
[Xp'Xv] = ("Vv - CpoPvPo"^ + m^oP^P,-T) (3.88) 
[X^.Mq] = 0. (3.89) 
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This X can be split into ti/o terms, as Dirac did. The oscillaotry 
term x is given by 
X = (S - H-''cp) H"' + cn H"'. (3.90) 
X 
Again a position operator X with commuting components can be defined. 
If X is the purely coordinate vector then the regular center of mass 
is 
X = X -  X (3.91) 
and the commuting center of mass is 
2 
X = X - X + S- n = X - % (3 - H"'cp)h-' cn. 
H+mLC^ c^) 
0 0 
(3.92) 
Here n is 
and 
or 
n = - P3 (a X p) (3.93) 
in = Y G - n (3.94) 
i-»i2 r+i2 ^2 |m|  -  jn i  =  j /4 'n  = |S|  .  iJ .ys j  
A new spin a can be defined, and then a new p and H in terms of these 
quantities. What is more important, though, is that all the X's in­
crease linearly in time with the same velocity in any representation 
as long as they act only on pure positive or pure negative energy 
states. Only when a superposition of positive and negative energies 
is allowed does the x become an observable, but then the sign of the 
energy is not an observable. Holler concludes that it is nonsensical 
to work with superpositions of positive and negative energy states. 
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g 
Pry ce gives the first systematic and easy to understand 
generalization of position to relativistic quantum theory. He 
generalizes center of mass in six ways and considers the advantages 
of each. His generalizations are as follows. 
(a) The coordinates of the mass-center are the weighted means of 
the coordinates of the several particles, the weights being 
the rest masses. 
(b) Definition (a) is applied in the frame of reference where total 
momentum is zero, then transformed to any other frame by a 
Lorentz transformation. 
(c) The weights are the dynamical masses (energies). 
(d) Definition (c) is applied in the frame of reference where total 
momentum is zero and then transformed by LT to any other frame. 
(e) The mean of (c) and (d), weighted with total energy and rest 
mass of the total system, respectively, is taken. 
(f) Definition (a) is applied in the frame of reference where 
definition (a) is at rest, then transformed by LT to any other 
frame. 
Definition (a) is not independent of the Galilean frame in which 
it is defined. In general, it is not at rest in the frame in which 
total momentum is zero. If the particles in the system interact, (a) 
does not move uniformly in a straight line. 
Definition (b) is independent of the final frame of reference, 
but is not in general rectilinear nor at rest in the = 0 
frame. 
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Definition (c) is at rest in the = 0 frame and can be 
used for particles interacting through a field. However (c) is not 
independent of the frame of reference. Also the Poisson bracket of 
(c) with itself is not zero. 
Definition (d) has been called the "invariant mass-center." 
It is independent of the final frame of reference and it can be 
used for interacting particles. However its Poisson bracket with 
itself does not vanish. 
Definition (e) is constructed to have vanishing Poisson bracket 
with itself. Definition (a) also has zero Poisson bracket but can­
not be used for interacting particles. Definition (e) is at rest 
in the = 0 frame but it is not independent of the frame in 
which it is defined. 
Definition (f) has little merit. 
Pryce concludes that (d) is the most satisfactory definition, 
being relativistically covariant and applicable to any system of 
particles interacting through a field. He discusses (c) and (e), 
admits that (a) has use in two-body problems but not much beyond 
that, and dismisses (b) and (f) as uninteresting. 
Calling definition (c) and going through the usual energy-
momentum tensor route, one gets 
qU = (t P^^+ (3.96) 
- (3.97) 
Equation (3.96) gives the coordinates of defined at time 
t  in the frame to which the indices u refer. If the mass-center 
is defined at time s in another frame whose time axis is given by 
the unit vector such that = 1 then 
'  spA 
(n,s) = ^ .  (3.98) 
Here (n,s) is definition (c) applied in the frame but 
looked at in the u frame. Thus Pryce (who called the unit vector 
n rather than n) first used "hyperplane" notation. 
When one solves 
q° (n.s) = t  (3.99) 
for s and substitutes the result in (3.98), one finds 
which reduces to (3.96) for = (1,0,0,0). If (c) were indepen­
dent of the frame of reference then (3.100) would be independent 
of n^» which is not in general true. 
Definition (d) substitutes 
n" (3.101) 
in equation (3.100) to give 
as the (d) center of mass. is relativistically covariant. 
Introducing 
+ tP"* (3.103) 
We fi nd 
q = E"^N (3.104) 
„yvp „vopyp 
and 
X = (Eîï + M X P - E"^ (F-W) P) (3.105) 
with t  no longer explicit. Now introducing 
S = M - q X P (3.106) 
Z = M - X X P , (3.107) 
X - q = S X P = P X Z. (3.108) 
So X and q in general do not coincide, but travel in parallel 
straight lines at constant distance. 
The Poisson brackets of P, E, M and N are the same as those 
^ 
for P, E, J and K in Appendix B, equations (B.4). Since q, X, S 
and Z are defined in terms of P, t ,  H and N, their Poisson brackets 
can be found and are 
[Si-Pj] = S-j [Si'E] = E'^Pi 
[S . .Pj] = 0 [S-.E] = 0 
Cq^-,M^.] = " Sjk\ (3.109) 
-°i '  S'jk \  -^i'Sj] " ^ ^ %jic 2% 
- 2  [Sj.qj] = E-2 (S.Pj - 5.1-P). 
Equations (3.109) hold when q X and S -»• z .  Also 
[X.,Nj] = a^Xj = E'Tp^Xj (3.110) 
which expresses the fact that X defines an "invariant world line". 
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Hwever [q^.Nj] = E"^(P^.qj + (3.111) 
and q does not have an invariant world line. . . .  
Symmetrization of products in equations (3.96) through (3.111) 
gives correct quantum mechanical results. 
Definition (e) is called q and is given by 
q = (m + E)~^ (Eq + mX) = q + m~^ (m + E)'^ ? x ^ 
(3.112) 
= X - E"^ (m + E)"l Z X ?. 
Analogously to Î and f one has 
% = M - q X ^ (3.113) 
which is like an elementary particle spin. 
Whereas Pryce's definitions (a) through (f) v/ere formulated 
for a collection of particles, they do carry over to a single 
particle, which also has an energy-momentum tensor. He states 
that it is impossible to find a position which is Lorentz co-
variant and has commuting coordinates. 
For the Dirac electron Pryce derives 
^ = X + (p X a + mi ga) X = x + ^ i3(a - E~^(a*p)p) 
(3.114) 
and 
q = X + p (^ i3a + c/c+_.\ P X a - iS{a-p)p), 
^ t  tu+m; E^(E+m) 
where x is the coordinate vector. He also defines 
S = (M% - mig a x p + (p*a)p) (3.115) 
2E^ 
î = -^ (ma - IB a X p) (3.115) 
and 
t  (ma - iB a X p + (E + mj~^ (p-a)p). 
He notes that q, p, and f satisfy the same commutation relations 
as do X, p, B, and ^ a. He finds the transformation between the 
two sets: 
U = (2E (E + (H + E3) (3.116) 
so 
qU = Ux etc. (3.117) 
Since they act on mixed energy states, x, a, 3, and a are not really 
observables. However projection operators onto pure positive or 
^ P H 
negative energy states can be defined, in which case q» ïj» p and 
S are the observable projections of x, a, B, and ^ a. 
Noting that the observable projection of an operator which 
conmutes with E is also the time average of that operator, Pryce 
->• 
P 
concludes that ^ is the velocity with the Zitterbewegung of a 
averaged out and S is the average spin. 
He then goes on to spins 0 and ft and finds X, x, q, and q for 
both cases. For all cases he finds X, or definition (d), the most 
satisfactory. He interprets the uncertainty in measurement of its 
components, which is of order as being a natural result of the 
measurement process. In order to measure to such a small distance 
as the Comptcn wavelength it is necessary to use enough energy to 
create a pair of particles. This argument is in some respects 
fallacious. It does not hold for spin zero, and its fallacies for 
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spinning particles will be discussed later. 
So much attention has been paid to Dirac, Miller, and Pryce 
because in their work can be seen the seeds of essentially every 
position operator subsequently invented. Newton and Wigner^^^^ 
did have a neiv approach but they came up with Pryces's (e) as their 
position operator. 
Newton and Wigner are often cited as having written the 
definitive paper on position operators. They postulate four con­
ditions for localized states of elementary systems. A localized 
state is one for which the three space coordinates x = 0 at 
t = 0. An elementary system is a set of states which forms an 
irreducible representation space for the înhomogeneous Lorentz 
Group. The postulates are: 
a) the states form a linear set S^; 
b) the set is invariant under rotations about x = 0 and 
reflections of both spatial and time coordinates; 
c) if a state is localized at x = 0, t = 0 then a dis­
placement makes ili orthogonal to all states of S^; and 
d) the infinitesimal operators of the ILG must be applicable 
to Sg. 
These postulates give for spin zero 
(3.119) 
as the only state localized at the origin. In coordinate space 
It becomes 
*(r) = Hgtl) (imr) 
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where m is mass, = (p^ + is the Hankel function 
of the first kind, and r is x. 
The state which is localized at x at time t = 0 is found 
by applying the displacement operator p to (3.119). It is 
$(X) = (2,)-3/2 ,  (3.121) 
This must be an eigenfunction of the position operator q , with 
k 
eigenvalue x , which gives 
= -i (^+ -^) (3.122) 
3P 2Po 
in momentum space. In coordinate space 
$(x) = x*^ 0(x) + ^ 
This q^ is Pryce's (e). It has commuting components but no simple 
covariant meaning, since a state localized at the origin in one co 
ordinate system is not localized in a moving system. 
For spin not zero the localized wave functions are the 2s + 
functions 
= (2.)-^/^ 2= (p. + 
111 V V 
X  Vjjj(P-jP2P3» ^ l * * ' ^ 2 s ^ *  (3.124) 
where m runs from -s to s and are given by 
E = E^E2...E22 
° 2 "o Vp|, + m) y^° 
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are generalized y matrices 
_tt-~ 1» 2; •*t*. • 
C are spin variables 
V = f(s+m)!(s-m)!\l/2 
m (2s)! 
The position operator is 
2s D P -1/2 
° ° (3.125) 
which for s = I/2 is still Pryce's (e). The operators E are pro­
jection operators eliminating negative energy parts of any wave 
k k i functions to which q is applied. The commutator of q with p^ is 
[qk.pj] = -ioy {3.126) 
and other commutators of q with Lorentz generators are the usual 
ones. 
The localized states are not ô-functions because they represent 
If pure positive energy states. The operator q' also keeps the positive 
energy nature of any state on which it acts. Newton and Wigner 
refute the argument that a position measurement within the Compton 
wavelength should lead to pair production. They claim it should lead 
to the position of the particle, not to a particle and some pairs. 
If the pair-creation argument is accepted then position is not ob­
servable in any traditional sense- The localized states and the 
k 
operator q are reasonable for elementary systems. In scattering 
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problems where one customarily measures only cross sections the 
position of the particles during the interaction and the nature 
of the interaction in space might be measurable if one had the 
correct formulation. 
2 Foldy and Wouthuysen investigated the transformation used 
by Pryce as equation (3.116) and stated it as equation (3.31). 
Their position operator (3.35) thus corresponds to Pryce's q of 
equation (3.114) and (3.112), or definition (e). This is also 
Newton and Wigner's operator q^ of equation (3.125). 
Bakamjian and Thomas describe a system of particles by 
center of mass coordinates and internal coordinates. They give 
up having their particles trace out invariant world lines and 
deri ve 
^  -  5  ^  " - i î î i i )  J p  -  i ê l è -
only they call K, J, P by the symbols V, 2, R, respectively. They 
use representations similar to (3.28) for the Lorentz generators 
and a transformation similar to (3.31) to get their operator. 
Their notation is obscure and there seems to be nothing in their 
g 
operator which wasn't in Pryce. 
12 Case generalizes the Foldy-V. 'outhuysen transformation (3.31) 
to spin zero and one theories. The Hamiltonian in the absence of 
fields is given by 
where p and S are suitable spin zero or one operators. Letting 
the position be x, which is multiplication by a coordinate, one 
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obtains for thé velocity 
. . ? '  # 4 ^ («3 - 'P2) + Ê C-F):)- ,. 
(3.129) 
For spin zero this gives the result that the square of any velocity 
component is zero, while for spin one it is negative. Also for 
spin one the velocity components do not commute and S is not a con­
stant even in the absence of fields. 
The transformation 
:  = 'Pl + "3 + Ù (3.130) 
leads to Case's similarity transform 
T' = P3 (12)1/2 (3.131) 
which is his generalized Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation. Applying 
T' to the H of (3.128) gives 
H' = P3 Ep (3.132) 
2  2  1 / 2  
where Ep is (m + p ) '  . In the discussion of the Foldy-Wouthuysen 
results in equations (3.30) through (3.37) the symbol H was used 
instead of E^. 
Application of T' to x gives 
{-ic^ ^ - 21c^ + _!_ (S(S-P) + (l-P)S) 
S mCp (Ep+mc I "S 
(E„ - oc^) P X S ^ _ (3.133) 
Pp , ^ 
mEp (Ep + mc ) 
x' = X -
The operator X whose transformation X' is 
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X' = X ,  (3.134) 
as suggested by the spin 1/2 case, is (3.133) with pg replaced by 
-Pg. It is found that 
. .. .. (3.135) 
P 
so X' is the integral spin mean position operator. 
Case claims that his results can be extended to higher spin. 
Bunge derives a mean position operator without using 
the Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation. It is 
x" = x" 1 Y*', (3.136) 
where x^ is the Dirac operator (3.57). The space components X^ 
perform a smooth motion and their eigenvalues are x' - where 
A is .  The velocity is 
0 
dX T (3-"7) 
so that the term cancels the Zitterbewegung. Bunge chooses to 
interpret his results as describing an electron with mass smeared 
out in a region the size of the Compton wavelength and charge 
localized at a point with trembler motion. 
Melvin in the appendix to a review article on elementary 
particles and symmetry principles, includes a table of the com­
mutators of quantities which can be constructed out of generators 
of the inhomogeneous Lorentz group. He uses various of these 
quantities to construct a position operator with commuting components 
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but without Lorentz covariance. This "centroidal position operator" 
is 
X j ,  = +  E " " ' R ^ )  •  ' ( 3 . 1 3 8 )  
where is an integral over the energy density. Xj^ has the 
canonical velocity and commutation relation with P^.. Two operators, 
and Q_, can be formed from X by projecting out positive and 
negative energy components. Then one has the Pryce (e) again. 
Mathews and Sankaranarayanan 15,16,17 ^rote several papers on 
observables of particles, three of which bear special relevance. 
For a Dirac particle they postulate a position X which satisfies 
five conditions: 
(i) [Xj,Pj] = ia^j: 
H (ii) [Xj,^3 = 0 so that X is defined separately on positive 
and negative energy states; 
(iii) X = ; 
(iv) [X.,X.] = 0; and 
(v) X is a polar vector under space reflections and invariant 
with respect to time inversions. 
They proceed to find the most general operator satisfying these 
conditions. Letting x be the coordinate variable, they find 
X  =  x  +  A a x p  +  B a x p 6  ( 3 . 1 3 9 )  
where A and B are functions of p and m, homogeneous and of degree 
-2. This X is in the Foldy-V.'outhuysen representation and does not 
yet satisfy condition (iv). In the Dirac representation it is 
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X = ;  + # - iB(5-p)p M? X p) E + A (, ,(2 ^ + ,3JP2 
2e2(E^„) (3.140) 
.  . - •  1 3  ( a - p ) p )  +  B ( a  X  5 ) g  .  •  
For A = (^ - 1)(—and B = 0 X becomes Pryce's (d) of equation 
2p _ + 
(3.102) or (3.105). For A = (#- 1)(—0) and 8 = 0 X becomes 
t 2p^ ,  
Pryce's (c) of equation (3.100). For A = -r —0 and B = 0 
2 p  
another operator is obtained. With A = B = 0, the familiar 
Pryce's (e) appears. 
Now using condition (iv) to restrict X to be "local", the 
following four cases are possible solutions. 
A = B = 0 A = - ^ 8 = 0 
P (3.141) 
A = - ^ y B = - ^ p A = - • ^ p B = + "~W * 
2p' 2p'^ 2p^ 2p^ 
Back in the Foldy-Wouthuysen picture these operators are 
X = x 2 o X p X = X 
P 
X = X ^ (c X p)(l + 3) (3.142) 
X = X ^ (a X p)(l - B). 
2p^ 
Spin operators can be defined for each of these position operators, 
so that both spin and orbital angular momentum are constants of the 
motion. 
They next find the unitary transformations taking the 
operator X = x into the others. The three transformations,taking 
this Foldy-Wouthuysen (F. Vi.) operator (Pryce's (e)) into the other 
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operators can be called U^, U^. It is noted that if U is the 
F. W. transformation then U^U, UgU, and U^U also take the Dirac 
Hamiltonian into the form BE. 
The transformations U^, Ug, lead to localized states which 
correspond to Newton and Wigner's states as the three operators of 
(3.142) correspond to 3 = x (Pryce's (e)). Positive and negative 
energy eigenfunctions are obtained but they do not satisfy the regu­
larity condition of Newton and Wigner, which can be interpreted as 
a condition that the states be uniquely defined in the rest system 
of a particle. As long as a rest system exists, such terms as 
which appear in these states have no unique limit. For massless 
particles, however, all four states and all four operators are allow­
able. Actually two of the operators are not independent so the 
states reduce to tv/o from four. One has positive parity and one has 
negative parity. 
Mathe-z/s and Sankaranarayanan next extend their results to 
4- ^ u 
spins 0 and 1. They drop the condition (iii) that X = ^ ---
add the condition (vi) that X should be uniquely defined in the 
zero-momentum limit if the particle has a rest system. The re­
quirements are not restricted to any spin but to find the operators 
one needs Hamiltonians. They use the Hamiltonian 
where the T'S are Pauli matrices and S is 0 for spin zero and the 
spin one representation of angular momentum for spin one. Since 
the form is the same for both spin zero and spin one, they are 
solved simultaneously even though the two cases have different 
dimensionalities. Observables are pseudo-Hermitian which causes 
problems of the sort noted by Case in equation (3.129). In 
fact Case's transformation (3.131) is used to bring H into the 
form H' = tgE. Then position operators X are found similar to 
(3.142). 
X = X + (A + BT3)(S X p) (3.144) 
where 
A = 0 B = 0 
A = -2/p2 8=0 
(3.145) 
A = -1/p^ B = 1/p^ 
A = -l/p2 B = -l/p2 
give four solutions. A = 0, and 8=0 leads to Case's operator 
(3.133) in the Dirac representation. The other three cases are 
new, in analogy to the spin 1/2 situation. They can be ruled out 
for massive particles by requirement (vi). For spin zero the 
operator A = 0,B = 0 is the Nev/ton-V.'igner spin zero operator. 
18 Wightman made a long and very rigorous study of the local-
izability of quantum mechanical systems. He points out that a 
position operator which does not project out only positive energy 
states is unphysical and that one which does not have commuting 
components is unobservable. Until a satisfactory dynamical theory 
is constructed, position operators can be determined only by rel-
ativistic kinematics and their actual observability will remain 
questionable. Wightman extends Newton and Signer's results from 
6 2  . . . . . . .  
localization at a point to localization in a region and makes the 
whole treatment mathematically rigorous., 
' 3 Jordan and Mukunda did an excellent job of summarizing the 
Lorentz-covariant position operators for spinning particles as shown 
in the first part of this chapter. 
Their (3.24) with a = 0 is Pryce's (d). If one lets x = q 
instead of (3.24) one has Pryce's (e) and the Newton-Wigner position. 
This form is not covariant, while (3.24) is not local. Their (3.29) 
is the Foldy-Viouthuysen representation of the Dirac x. 
19 Philips further extended the discussion of localized Lorentz 
invariant states. He proposed an alternative set of postulates to 
Newton and Wigner's, which includes Lorentz invariance, normalizability, 
and irreducibility instead of orthogonality. He solves for states only 
in the spin zero case. Since the Newton-Wigner solutions were not 
Lorentz invariant, some sacrifice is made by Philips of N-W conditions. 
Sacrificing orthogonality means he gets non-Hermitian position operators. 
His state is 
^(x) = p K^(mr) (3.146) 
which can be compared to the N-W state 
K5/4 (mr). (3.147) 
Here the argument is changed from (3.120). Philips finds no 
satisfactory position operator. 
20 Sankaranarayanan and Good use the properties 
(i) Hermiticity for all spin; 
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(ii) [Xj.Xj] = 0 
[Xj,Pj] = iGj.; 
(iii) charge-conjugation invariance; 
(i v) ^ = f ; 
(v) polar vector under rotations and space reflections and 
invariance under time reflections; 
(vi) separate particle and antiparticle definitions; and 
(vii) well-defined in rest system of the particle 
to determine a position X. This is essentially the Newton-Wigner 
X but Sankaranarayanan and Good extend it to apply to mixed-energy 
systems. It is also the Foldy-V.'outhuysen mean position (3.35) for 
spin 1/2, but it differs from the general Jordan-Mukunda (3.29) in 
being designed to act on different wave functions. 
Their three-vector X is given by 
isal-
m£ X = X + [m(E + m)]~^ s x p - + i[rnE^(E + m)]~^ s a-p Hp 
T- (3.148) 
• 
where x is the coordinate x and s is spin. For spin zero this 
becomes 
X = X + ^2. (3.149) 
25"^ 
which is like the NW (3.122) except that the NW operator acts on 
positive frequency states only. For spin 1/2 the Sankaranarayanan 
Good operator becomes 
X = X + - [2E^(E + M)]-T[ig2^p p + a x p E] (3.150) 
which is the FW mean position operator, NW spin 1/2 operator, and 
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Pryce's (e). The formula for spin 1 is 
X =. X + t - (mE(Etm) ) .^[(2E^+2Em+ni^)iiia*D p 
2E^ ^ 
-2iE(a*p)^ p] + [m(Etm)]"^ s x p - {in(2E^-m^)]~^ 
X 2(iEa o'p + 6(a x p) s^-pj. (3.151) 
They then construct a four-vector position the three-
vector part of which is closely related to t. It is defined by 
and it is used in Appendix D. and satisfy the commutation 
rules for the generators of the deSitter group and Y^ is a general­
ization of the component of position normal to the worldline of the 
particle. 
Fleming ^ made a significant contribution to the study 
of position operators by extending the idea of Pryce expressed in 
equations (3.98) through (3.100) to create a whole formalism of 
hyperplanes. Chapter II gives some results of the hyperplane for­
malism, though not in Fleming's original notation. He used the 
term "local" to mean [X^,X^] = 0 and he changed the Lorentz co-
variance condition to be a "pointness" condition, as illustrated 
in the diagram on page 26 of Chapter III, and discussed in Chapter IV. 
Lorentz covariance means frame independence. If an operator 
is defined so as to depend on the frame in which it is defined 
• ' '  1 ' 
then it will not appear to be covariant. Fleming points out 
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that positions which describe the location of some dynamical property 
might well be expected to be frame dependent. An example is the 
center of mass of the earth, which sits in a different rock inside 
the earth depending on who measures it. Spinning particles in general 
have mass distributions which depend on the frame from which they are 
observed. On the other hand an operator describing some space-time 
point can be defined invariantly. Fleming's operators ^ and their 
21 interpretations will be dealt with in Chapter IV. 
22 Berg considered position and spin operators which satisfy 
the usual canonical commutation relations (3.22) except for [q^.pj] = 0 
and including [q^.,E] = iV\. Also he requires that M = q x P + ?. 
This differs from Jordan and Mukunda in the last tv.'O requirements 
and also in lacking the last of conditions (3.17). His operator is 
the same as Jordan and Mukunda's for spin 1/2 and is Sankaranarayanan 
and Good's for other spin. For spin 1/2 all three become the FW 
operator. 
23 Recently Johnson took an algebraic approach to constructing 
four-vector position operators which form a Lie algebra when added 
to the ÎLG generators. He studies this algebra, constructs a 
Kamiltonian for all spins, and uses a proper-time framework. He 
shows the connection between his formalism and standard formalisms 
such as Dirac, Klein-Gordon, and Maxwell. 
24 Miller was a student of Fleming whose work will be discussed 
25 in Chapter IV. Fleming elaborated his theory of position oper­
ators in a lecture series, the results of which will appear in Chapter 
25 IV. Currie, Jordan, and Sudarshan were responsible for one of the 
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proofs of the "invariant worldline hypothesis" referred to early in 
27 this chapter, as well as the "no interaction theorem". McDonald * 
has done a great deal of work in the hyperplane formalism, including 
a construction of Newton and Viigner's localized states and local 
27 
operator in hyperplane variables and a construction of a relative 
28 position operator for two-particle systems. 
While some authors have been omitted from this review, to my 
knowledge none who made a really original contribution to the subject 
has been overlooked. 
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CHAPTER IV 
A POINT Ai^lD LOCAL POSITION OPERATOR 
Poi ntness 
The requirement that a relativistic operator be Lorentz co-
variant means that it will transform as a scalar, four-vector, or 
tensor under the Inhomogeneous Lorentz Group. For a space- and 
time-independent four-vector operator A^ this is stated as 
- gP"A^) (4.1) 
where is the generator of rotations and pure Lorentz trans­
formations. Setting M°"^= we get 
[A\K^] = iô^'V 
(4.2) 
[A°,K^] = iA.J 
->• 
where K generates pure Lorentz transformations, or boosts. Any 
four-vector which is not a function of space and time will obey 
(4.1) and (4.2), while a scalar will commute with K and and 
a tensor will have a more complicated commutator. 
If, however, A^ is allowed to be a function of the coordinates 
X and t then A^(x,t) will have a more complicated commutator with 
For example, letting A^(x,t) be a vector field we get 
CA" = Kg^A^a.t) - gPWA^(3.t)) 4. xP^)A>*(; 
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In three-vector terms 
. [A\K^.] = + ,i(t ^ A\(x,t). . , 
J 
[A°,KJ] = lA^ + i(t 1^) A°(x,t). 
Any vector function of x and t will have to have its commutation 
relations derived by considering how it is defined. In particular 
the position operator will have a complicated commutator with K, 
to which we now turn. 
A classical point particle traces out a worldline in space-time 
which can be described by a four-vector position operator X^(T) 
where - is proper time. The position ireasured by any observer will 
be the three-vector X(t) where t is that observer's time parameter. 
The four vector X^(T) is 
X^{t) = {t(T),X(T)). (4.5) 
Given x, one can solve for t and then X(t), though the usual route 
is to solve for T as a function of t. 
Let us examine how this point particle position transforms under 
an infinitesimal Lorentz transformation. Two observers, primed and 
unprimed, observe the viorldline X^(T). Both measure the position 
at time t^, so 
X'°(t') = X°(T) = t^. (4.6) 
Thus they measure t,yo different points on the worldline, at parameter 
values T and t ' . The usual covariance holds at any point .  If 
is the Lorentz transformation, then 
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X"(T') = A" V • 
= X'^(T') + £^.X'^(T') 
(4.7) 
,v 
when is an infinitesimal transformation of the coordinates. 
Also, looking at the variation along the worldline, we find 
(4.8) X^k') = X"(T) .  
The diagram illustrates these equations. 
worldline 
XW(T) 
Combining (4.7) and (4.8) we find 
X'^(T') -  X^(T) = ^ d-R - E^^x"' 
to first order. Use of (4.6) for y = 0 leads to 
dT = 
dt/dx for X" = t 
so that 
x"'{T') - X''(T) = - cy. 
(4.9) 
(4.10) 
(4.11) 
Note that (4.7) is for fixed T while (4.11) is for fixed t but 
varying T and the whole derivation is for a moving point. 
The y = 0 term of (4.11) is zero by construction. For 
infinitesimal transformations e ^ = 0 so for y = i 
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î • • • ! 
X'^t') - X^(T) = e°j ^ X^ - E\X^ - e^^X°. (4.12) 
The j refers to rotations, so for pure boosts 
X'\t) - X"'(t) = e°j ^ X^ - e^gt .  (4.13) 
Translating this into conrmutator language we have the result 
[x\t),K'^] = iô' '^'t - i ^ X\ (4.14) 
which resembles (4.4) for fields with only t-dependence. This 
resemblance is due to the similarity of the operator X and the 
coordinate X. 
A worldline traced out by a point particle is called an in-
9 25 
variant worldline by Pryce, Fleming, and Currie, Jordan, 
26 
and Sudarshan. This is because two observers will agree on 
the uniqueness of the worldline, and the points they measure at 
fixed T will coincide. Equation (4.7) states the covariance of 
the worldline. 
But it is the pointness of the particle which allows it to 
have an invariant worldline in this case, and pointness leads to 
equation (4.14), which gives new information about X(t). Fleming 
first used the term "point" in this sense. 
The commutator (4.14) can be rewritten 
[X^(t),.K^] = iô^'t - i?X^ 
= iG^jt + Cx"* ,H] X^ 
= io^^t + ^(X"^Cx\h] + [X\H]X^) (4.15) 
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where the second line uses the Poisson bracket relation 
X = -i [X,H] (4.16) 
and the third line symmetrizes the commutators for the quantum 
mechanical case. 
The above derivation has been for the time-dependent case. 
To remove the time dependence v;e use 
X^t) = e^^^ X"" e""' '"'^ (4.17) 
and calculate 
• [X\K^"] = [xT(t),kj]eTHt _ iô"'Jt. 
(4.18) 
It should be noted that all of the X's in (4.15) were time-dependent. 
Thus the final result for a three-vector position of a point 
particle, with no explicit time-dependence, is 
[X\K^] = \  {X^[X\H] + [X\H] X^"} (4.19) 
which agrees with previous authors cited in Chapter III. 
The step (4.17) to (4.18) made use of 
CX^(t),P^j = io"*^ (4.20) 
so that the canonical commutation relation for X with P is assumed, 
as well as the fact that [X,Hj = iX is a legitimate velocity. 
Whenever a three-vector position X obeys the pointness relation 
(4.19), X(t) and t can be combined into a four-vector 
X^{t) = (t(T),X(T)) (4.5) 
which is a function of a scalar parameter T . This four-vector 
X^(T) is covariant for fixed T in the sense that it obeys the 
standard relation (4,7). If X does not obey (4.19), then X is not 
a point position operator, but it may still be covariant. 
Not all the position operators one might consider are pointlike. 
The "position" of a particle could refer to the average position of 
any number of dynamical properties, such as mass, charge, or spin. 
In classical physics the center of mass is usually taken to be the 
logical definition of the position of a particle or system of particles, 
and the classical center of mass does behave as a point. But the center 
of total energy classically will shift from point to point depending on 
who measures it. For example, it can be shown for a spherically 
symmetric rotating classical particle the center of energy is 
* = Wrotating 
(center of mass) 
where s = I-a>. If two observers are moving with velocity v' relative 
to each other, their values of x will not shift by v't, as they would 
for x.jQ„_rot3tin''* Th^re will be an extra term ^ ^ v' x ^ which 
""" 2mc 
shifts the position. Thus the position does not trace out an invariant 
worldline. 
As has been seen in Chapter III there are many ways to generalize 
center of mass, and in many cases the quantum mechanical relativistic 
"center of" something will be dependent on the frame in which it is 
measured. Thus a position of a dynamical property in general is not 
a point operator obeying (4.19). It was long assumed that such an 
operator was not covariant, that is did not obey (4.7), which is the 
usual statement of covariance. But even though the four-vector made 
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from X(t) and t does not look covariant, it must be examined 
carefully before concluding noncovariance. And even though it 
may not be covariant, the commutators of X with other operators 
are interesting. 
The center of mass as defined by Miller ^ in equation (3.77) 
or Pryce's ^ definitions (a), (c), and (e) or Newton and Signer's 
(3.123) are all examples of frame-dependent position operators which 
do not obey (4.7), and have therefore been called noncovariant. How-
1 25 
ever using Fleming's * formalism such an operator can be made to 
appear covariant by replacing t and other timelike quantities by 
contractions with the of equation (2.1). In one's own frame 
(called the "instantaneous" frame by Fleming) 
= (1,0,0,0), (4.22) 
so that , where A is any four-vector, gives A ,  the timelike 
component of A^. 
= A^ in the instantaneous frame. (4.23) 
When the center of mass is calculated by an observer it is done at 
one instant of time in that observer's frame: 
X^(t) = 0Qo(x,ct) x^ 
d^x Gq^CXiCt) 
(4.24) 
Xo(t) = ct, 
where c0^^(x,ct) is the energy per unit volume at the point x and 
instant t. How X^(t) transforms is determined by how that averaging 
procedure looks to a second observer in motion relative to the first. 
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The second observer will believe that the averaging was done over 
a time interval, not at a single instant, and that what was measured 
was a combination of energy and momentum. Labeling the second 
observer with primes, one finds that what he believes was measured 
is = 0Q Q(x) over the points A^^^x^ = ct = x^ in 
the unprimed observer's frame. Here A^^^ is the Lorentz trans­
formation from the primed to the unprimed frame. 
Using (4.3) we can rewrite the above equations. The set 
of space-time points over which is measured form a spacelike 
hyperplane which is labeled by (4.22) in the unprimed frame and by 
some different n' in the primed frame, 
= \\ '  C- (4-25) 
Note Fleming uses T to mean the perpendicular distance from an ob­
server's origin to a hyperplane. If we include translations in our 
transformations, x transforms as 
t '  = T + (4.26) 
The two observers represent QQ Q(X) by 
= (4.27) . 
which is a scalar quantity, being the double inner product of 0 with 
n. It is a simple step to then rewrite the symbols of integrations as 
d^x6(x_ - ct) = D^XÔ(NX -  T) (4.28) 
and finally define 
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X^(n 
I d^xaCnx - T)T-i^6p^(x)ri^> 
j d^x6(nx - T)ri^Qpj^(x)ri^ 
(4.29) 
as the center of mass. is a four vector but its dependence on 
n and T (see (2.1)) really constrains it to be a three-vector function 
of t on any hyperplane. The right hand side of (4.29) is manifestly 
covariant, being constructed of Lorentz scalars and vectors, so 
X'^(n',T') = A^\(n,-r) + a^. (4.30) 
Here a is included for generality but can be left out of the co-
variance argument. 
Equation (4.30) appears to be a covariance equation for X^(n>T). 
The diagram below illustrates the problem. 
t = constant 
t '  = constant . , 
smeared out 
"worldtube" 
If the unprimed observer measures the center of mass over a constant-
time slice of the worldtube of the particle, then (4.30) states that 
the primed observer can get the same number as long as he relabels 
all quantities and does the measurement over a t '-not-constant slice. 
If the primed observer measures over a t* = constant slice, that is. 
carries out the same operations as the unprimed observer, he will 
in general get a different point for î '(t '), even if that slice 
goes through î(t) as measured by the unprimed observer. That is, 
the worldline of it, the center of mass, is different for different 
observers. 
If covariance is to mean that the operations of physics look 
the same in all frames, then (4.30) is not a statement of coveriar.ee, 
and the operator (4.24) still is not covariant. (4.30) refers to the 
purely kinematical situation of two observers looking at one hyper-
plane. Two hyperplanes as viewed by one observer is a dynamical 
situation, while two hyperplanes as viewed by two observers is a 
mixed dynamic and kinematic situation. Pointness is an example of 
a statement about the latter kind of situation. Most of the position 
operators which are "covariantly" defined in the usual sense will 
obey the pointness commutation relation (4.15). However, we cannot 
rigorously preclude the existence of a time-dependent covariant 
position operator obeying some commutation relation different from 
(4.15) 
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Locality 
The term "local" is used to describe another property of 
position operators. If a particle is to have a "local" position 
then that particle must in some way be localized in space. Thus 
one way to find a local position operator is to find an operator 
whose eigenstates are the most localized possible. 
Newton and V/igner followed this route. The particular 
requirements which they imposed on their localized states are 
given preceding equation (3.119). The orthogonality condition 
c). requires that states localized about different points be non-
overlapping, 
(ijj(a) ,i>(0)) =—^ P) Vn(p) 
(2:r)^ Po "a- "0 
= ô^(a) (4.31) 
.-*• -*• 
= c-ip-a,: 
where = e' ^(p)- This condition is satisfied if the 
a 
momentum space wave function ^^p^ has the form 
ii;(p) = (2ir) Pg^/^. (4.32) 
1/2 Note that p^ is a quantity which does not have nice properties 
under Lorentz transformations. 
The Fourier transform of i{j(p) gives the coordinate-space 
wavefunction i|j(x), 
Tf/^(r) = (constant) (pj^/4 (imr) (4.33) 
where is the Kankel function of the first kind and r measures 
the distance from the point x about which ip is localized. Since 
ii;^(r) is not zero for r ^ 0, i^(r) is not a delta function even 
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* 
though ip ip is completely localized. However rp falls off exponentially 
with increasing r, and is large only for distances from the point of 
localization which are smaller than the Compton wavelength of the parti­
cle. Only positive energy solutions were used to derive Tp-^{r). These 
localized states are not covariant, and have the expected properties 
only on hyperplanes with t  = constant. 
The function t^^(p) 
»(p) = (2w)-3/2 Pgl/Z (4.34) 
Is an eigenfunction of the operator 
X = - i-2^2—2 (4.35) 
P p + m 
with eigenvalue x. ^ is an Kermitian operator, whereas iv^ alone 
is not. Furthermore, the components of ^ commute, 
[xT,xj] = 0 ,  (4.35) 
while X and P have the usual commutation relations 
[X^.pj] = ia^j .  (4.20) 
The time derivative X is given by 
X = i[X,P°] = f- (4.37} 
0 
as might be expected. Thus the Newton-Wigner X is apparently a 
good generalization of position. 
The property of locality has been expressed in recent work 
in terms of the commutator [X^,X^]. Local position operators are 
required to satisfy the same commutation relation 
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[X\X'^*] = 0 (4.36) 
as was obtained for the operator (4.35) constructed from the local­
ized eigenstates. The physical interpretation of (4.36) is that 
a measurement of one component of position does not interfere with 
the measurement of another component as may be seen from the proof 
of uncertainty relations. For any operators a and g 
AoAB > I" l<[a,B]>l. (4.38) 
Thus, if [a,B] = 0 ,  a and S can both be measured to arbitrary 
accuracy. On the other hand, (4.20) is the usual canonical commuta­
tion relation for X and and the position operator t  and the 
momentum ? will satisfy the standard uncertainty relation. 
Not all position operators are local, as will be seen in the 
next section. The nonlocality of X will usually appear in the form 
[x^,xj] = (factors) (4.39) 
where is some suitably defined spin tensor. This suggests 
that locality is a nontrivial property for a system with spin. 
This result is not surprising; since even classically if a system 
has an angular velocity along the z-axis, the x and y axes will be 
constantly carried into one another. 
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A Point and Local Operator 
Newton and Wigner proved and it has subsequently been 
shown in several ways (see Fleming ^ for example) that for a 
system of positive energy states no position operator can be 
defined which is both point and local. Before Fleming ^ the 
condition was stated "not covariant and local" but the pointness 
commutation relation (or invariant worldline condition) equation 
(4.19) 
Cx\Kj] = 1 {X'^[X\h] + [X\H]X^} (4.19) 
was taken as the definition of covariance. Some examples of 
familiar operators follow which are not both point ana local. 
Fleming ^ constructs a point operator with nonconimuting 
components (nonlocal) which can be interpreted as the operator 
which describes the point in space-time occupied by the rest-frame 
_».p 
center of mass. This operator X (t) has the self-conûiutator 
[Xi(t),Xj(t)] = ^^^^2 S'jk (4.40) 
where S" and S-"- are the components of spin parallel and perpen­
dicular to the momentum. Here spin is defined by the equations 
(4.41) 
V = - l-pv 
Sv = (4.43) 
The symbol :  stands for a symmetrized product. is whichever 
position operator one chooses. In the case of (4.40), X is the 
->P four-vector corresponding to X (t). is thus an "orbital 
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angular momentum" and S is a "spin". M is total angular 
^ ]iv yv ^ 
momentum. 
The regular center of mass is neither point nor local. Its 
form is 
x9'M'(t) = (4.44) 
which can be derived from (4.24), and 
[x9'm'(t),x9'm'(t)] = -  ^  G.jk (s;; + ^ SJ) (4.45) 
where S is the same S as in (4.40). 
0 
A local operator can be constructed, as Pryce did in his 
case (e), by taking a weighted mean of (4.40) and (4.44), but the 
local operator is not point, because is not point. It is 
in fact Newton and Wigner's operator and it can be interpreted as 
a "center of spin". Defining spin using (4.41), (4.42), and (4.43) 
and the local operator 
X^(t) = {iTiC X.(t) + P^:x9' "(t)}:(mc + P^) ^ (4.46) 
one finds that 
[Sjj.X^Xt)] = 0. (4.47) 
If S is a legitimate spin and X is a center of spin, then any 
rotation generated by S should leave X alone, which is the statement 
(4.47). S^. can be shown to behave as an angular momentum and • 
•*l2 2 /  S = -ft s(s + 1) ,  so it is a reasonable spin operator. Thus the 
->L 
interpretation that S is spin and x is the center of spin is logical. 
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It should be noted that there are trivial examples of point 
and local operators, such as a center of mass measured only in 
the rest frame, or the restrictions to spin zero of nearly all 
the operators discussed so far. However since pointness and 
locality are incompatible for an operator on positive energy states 
of particles with spin, a natural way to construct a point and local 
operator is to drop the positive energy restriction. 
It is convenient at this point to list all the properties one 
would like a position operator X to have: 
a) [X\pj] = id.j 
b) = -i x"" 
c) [X\K^*] = Y {X^CX\H] + CX\H]X '^) 
d) [X'.H] = i X' = i (h = P°) 
pO 
e) [X\X'^] = 0 .  
It is properties c) and e) which are incompatible if only positive 
energy states are used. 
The Dirac operator 1 which acts on mixed energy states and 
which is discussed in (3.46), (3.48), (3.57), and the accompanying 
text, was constructed by Dirac to behave as a canonical coordinate 
Iq. He postulated Lorentz covariance as for a coordinate, which 
implies pointness (condition c)). Canonical coordinates are self-
commuting, so Xp,,- is local (condition e)). The failure of 
Ul icC 
condition d) has been discussed in the section on Dirac in Chapter 
III. Zitterbev/egung is an unmeasurable quantity in any practical 
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situation, so essentially all of the conditions desirable for a 
position operator hold. 
The theory of quantum electrodynamics, which originates with 
the Dirac equation, is the most successful theory we have yet 
constructed in physics. It therefore makes sense to generalize 
the Dirac position operator to hold for any spin, in the hope that 
such a position operator would be useful for extended field theories, 
Perhaps, for example, the usual ideas of interactions at a "point", 
or "locally" defined quantities could be modified to incorporate a 
point and local position operator. 
2 The Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation is a unitary transform­
ation to a representation in which H is diagonal and the wave 
functions are easier to manipulate. Since commutation relations 
stay the same under such a transformation, the Foldy-Wouthuysen 
transform of the Dirac ^ is generalized rather than the Dirac X 
itself. Equation (3.33) gives this operator 
*Dirac FU = *Dirac " # + 
Here H = (p^ + 
For generalizing to higher spin it is convenient to use p-j, 
pg, snd S instead of a, B» and a. 
-*• 1 -*• S = "2 ® a = 2p^ S 6 = pg 
and the p's are defined in (3.25) - (3.27). The p matrices and S 
are easier to generalize to any spin and S is a more natural and 
visualizable quantity than a. Then (3.33) becomes 
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^01 rac FW = ^Di rac -R- -
The on the right side of this equation is just a canonical L/1 loC 
coordinate, so it is renamed Q. The is to be the point 
and local operator so it is renamed Xp^. Also H is a confusing 
2  2  1 / 2  
notation for (p + m ) '  , as the operator H is 
H  =  e ( p 2  +  ,  
2 2 1/2 
so (p + m ) is renamed E, and 
H = 3E. (4.49) 
P is capitalized to indicate its operator character. Then 
;  (4.60, 
^ E^(E + tn) E(E+m) 
The form of (4.50) is a natural form to expect. All of the 
terms are polar vectors, which position must be. In order to 
specify the distortions perpendicular to the momentum of a spinning 
system it is necessary to define two directions. S x P is one of 
them and P x (S x P) = SP^ - ^(f-?) is the other. All three types 
of terms appear in (4.50), although they are not weighted quite as 
expected. 
One of the flaws of (4.50) is that for any spin a complete 
determination of the state of the system requires tensor combinations 
of S through rank 2S. For spin 1/2 the combination S gives 
back S and terms linear in spin are all that are necessary. Thus 
(4.50) does contain all possible spin terms for spin 1/2. 
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An interesting example of the necessity for higher rank spin 
terms is the determination of the spin density matrix of the deuteron. 
This requires measurements of components of a second order spin tensor 
(e.g. one must measure the spin alignment as well as the polarization 
of the deuteron in a scattering experiment). 
For spin one, a possible term to include in the position operator 
would be something proportional to 
s X {S X f) = î(î-f) - P(S-S) 
= (S S - 1 S'S).P (4.51) 
which should be symmetrized for quantum mechanics to 
1 S(S.P) 4. 1 (S.f)S - P(S.?) .  (4.52) 
The pointness and locality of these terms is certainly not manifest, 
and undoubtedly higher orders of p would have to be included if it 
were possible at all to make (4.52) part of a point and local operator. 
^PL equation (4.50) agrees with Jordan and Hukunda's (3.29) 
except that theirs includes for spin > ^ a term pgAp which is an 
axial vector. 
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The Hyperplane Operator 
The hyperplane formalism of Chapter II differs from Fleming's ^ 
in its structure in a very basic way. As has been seen in the dis­
cussion of pointness, Fleming uses a spacelike hyperplane to describe 
an event or process which can be viewed by different observers. His 
and x label the hyperplane in any observer's frame, and % 
transform as shown in equations (4.25) and (4.26). Thus "covariance" 
means that an operator measuring one event on one hyperplane can be 
formulated so that two observers will get the same result. They 
agree on the hyperplane but their descriptions of and T differ 
as shown in (4.25} and (4.26). 
In Chapter II a hyperplane is attached to each observer as well 
as to each particle, and a^ label the rest-frame hyperplane 
of each observer as seen from some metaobserver's system. Covariance 
in this fcrmalisn means that operators have the same form for all 
observers. 
Observer n is described by the metaobserver as {a^,ri^} and 
observer n' is described as {a'^,r,*^}. The four-vector a'-a gives 
the displacement of n' 's origin from n's origin. The n's label 
the two observers' choices of axes, and the transformation L(n,a;i ' ,a') 
of equations (2.45) and (2.31) takes the primed observer into the 
unprimed. 
With this notation it is possible to study the differences in 
the descriptions of an operator by two observers. If the form of 
the operator changes under L(n,a;n',a') then the operator is frame 
dependent. It is usually convenient to let a = a' so that the 
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origins coincide. Thus for example the spin operator defined in 
Appendix D is frame-dependent. For an observer this operator 
S» = ,4.S3, 
. ^ (n° p") + m 
S = U -  ^  (4.54) 
in his own frame. 
The momentum P for an observer is given by 
P* = n* P^. (4.55) 
->• -*• 
The tenn Q is the differential operator and it transforms as 
The energy E is 
Q® = nj Q^. (4.56) 
E = p° = Ti° P^, (4.57) 
while m = m in any franc. The symbol used in cross products 
imwsvnamf a c =* ^  an/I TS an invariant, as are c " and 
The p matrices transform component-by-component from one frame 
to another. If P2 has the form given in (3.44) for the metaobserver 
then pgtn) as seen by observer will have components 
P2(Ti)^g = -i (n^ " 4 i;)- (4-58) 
This form transforms from one observer to another as 
Pgtn) = L~^(ri;n') P2(n')L(n;n') (4.59) 
as would be expected. It should also be noted that P2 acting on a 
state of definite sign of energy changes the sign of the energy 
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according to 
Pg 1p X m s e = î> = i Ip X m s e = +>. (4.60) 
All of the operators of equation (4.50) for Xpj^ behave "nicely" 
under a change of frame except S. The S of equations (4.53) and (4.54) 
was used to define states in Chapter II, and it is constructed from 
generators of the ILG in a reasonable way. It can be written in 
terns of netaobserver four-vectors, but it is not the three-vector 
part of a four-vector in any frame except the rest frame of the parti-
-*• -*• 
cle. If it is used for S in equation (4.50) then will not have 
manifest covariance. 
However if an arbitrary vector S is postulated which obeys all 
of the commutation relations it should, namely 
= 0 -i gk 
(4.61) 
[si.KJ] = -i [s\s^*] = i S^, 
then a form for K can be found which solves (4.61). This is the 
"canonical" IC of Chapter III, equation (3.23) or (3.28). In this 
representation 
0 = L + S (4.62) 
L = q X p (4.63) 
which is simpler than the of Appendix D. This S will trans-
form as J transforms. It can be made covariant by treating it as 
in Appendix D as the three-by-three part of the antisymmetric tensor 
with replacing in the definition of 
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si = i s:*" 
2 
. 1 («jk - L^k). 
(4.64) 
The choice of a representation for S is obviously arbitrary, 
as any can be defined using any position operator with 
P^. This "canonical" S in hyperplane terms is 
<-a _ 1 abc qbc 
a - Y E a 
= Y (4.65) 
It is now possible to write Xp^ in a form which is preserved 
under the transformation L(n';n)' 
24 27 28 Miller and McDonald * have used the Fleming fomalisn 
to discuss hyperplane position operators. The formalism of Chapter 
II is useful for understanding covariance, but cumbersome in 
practice. 
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APPENDIX A 
NOTATION 
Covariant quantities are represented by subscripted indices 
and contravariant quantities by superscripted indices. The contra-
variant four-vector has positive components 
x^ = (x^, x^, x^, x^) (A.l) 
while the covariant four-vector x^ has the space components changed 
in sign: 
\  = (Xq. X,. Xj. Xj) 
- (x®, -x', -x^, -x') (A.2) 
V 
= X '  
The metric tensor in equation (A.2) is 
9^v = _ I (A'3) 
and it is used to raise and lower indices. 
The summation convention is used and sums are over upper and 
lower indices together. 
= x^x^ = X°Xq - x'x .  (A.4) 
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The letters q and x are both used to represent position and 
appear both in upper and lower case. Likewise s and a are both 
used for spin, J and M are both used for the angular momentum 
defined in equations (B.4), and K and N are both used for the 
boost operator defined in {B.4). The notation has been kept as 
consistent as possible, but when dealing with 25 different position 
operators it is easy to overlook a minor inconsistency, such as the 
placement of i 's. 
Greek letters u, v, p, . . .  used as indices take on the values 
0, 1, 2, 3. Roman letters i, j, k, . . .  take on the values 1, 2, 3. 
When referring to tivo different observers as in Chapter II, letters 
from the beginning of the alphabet are used for one observer and 
letters from the middle or end of the alphabet are used for the 
other. Thus a, S, y, . . .  and a, b, c, . . .  refer to one while 
y, V, p, ... and i ,  j, k, . . .  refer to the other. 
In general upper case letters refer to operators while lower 
case letters refer to eigenvalues. In Chapter III it was impossible 
to be consistent with this notation. 
Also in general -R = c = 1 although fi 's and c's have been left 
in definitions when authors included them. 
When working in three dimensions 
6^^ = (A.5) 
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. • APPENDIX E 
POINCARE IDENTITIES AND COMMUTATION RELATIONS 
= -11^^ M = -2(j2 + K^) 
yv 
= 'k (B.l) 
[ H ^ \  M ° ^ ]  =  i ( g V P  +  g y a  j - v p  _  ^ y p  j . v a  _  g  v a  % U P )  
pO = E pU p = [2 _ p2 = _,2 rii y 
[pU, = i(gWV pP - P^'j [P%, P^ = 0 
/ \ L • \  '  '  '  
r/ " '  G 
V! = 0 y 
[pw, w^] = 0 
[M^^, '/] = i(g^v yy _ g^^ w^) [P^, W^*] = 0 
(B.2) 
w%= _:i_Evvpop 
2m V pa 
v.v = J_rDP _%vna ^ -
8m L' '  ''Xv "per" 
, - » •  - >  
•' = (— P • 0, — J - — P X K) Ml III IJI 
Iriy = -s(s+l) 
[W^, W^] = i - LY {P^(PC n - pU(pC H ^)} (B.3) 
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^ ;'jk 
= if 
[E. 0^] = 0 
[E, K '] = i  pi 
[pi. = [J\ P:] = -1 e^jk pk 
[pi, KJ] = [k\ pj] = i  gij E 
[ji, Rj] = [ici. jj] = -i cijk i^k 
[ji. j:] .  i sijk jk 
[k' '  ,  K-i] = -i cijk jk 
(B.4) 
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(C.1) 
•APPEIIDIX.C 
TETRAD IDENTITIES 
"S %B " 9.6 "m ' a"® 
< n: = 9/ 
For any vector such as p^. 
P* = rg pW p% = n% P* (C.2) 
while for any tensor such as 
(C.3) 
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APPENDIX D 
THE SPIN OPERATOR S 
The operator 
Vpa (D.I) 
is called the polarization or Pauli-Lubanski vector. Its 
properties are found in Appendix B. Its commutator with itself, 
[W^, W^] = i ^ {P^(PC - p^(p0 ,  (D.2) 
m 
can be simplified by use of the Sankaranarayanan-Good position 
^ 20 
operator 
Y" = i-5- (P + M^P p )_ (0.3) 
2n,^ P P 
PIO-FT no 
so 
iXy _ _(pX Y^) (D.4) 
[VJ^, W^] = i(H^^ - = i by definition. 
(D.5) 
The properties of are 
S°° = 0 
s°' = {- (P X J) + l^P X (P X K)}' 
^ (D.6) 
Sij = E^jk {J _ l_.p X (EK + P X J)}^ .  
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It is well known that if is describing the polariza­
tion of a particle with four-nionentun P^, then in the rest 
->• . 
frame of the particle where = 0 and = m we have 
"rest = Lst) = W' (D.7) 
since J = S in the rest frame. The fact that the three-
vector part of becomes S in the rest system suggests the 
following operations. 
The LT defined by 
'*'°v ° m °v 
= - I P' (D.S) 
'^ 0 " ^ 0 " iii(E+a) ^ 
is the LT used to transfonn to the systerr: n-.oving with nonentur; 
P, i.e. the rest system. In the rest system 
""rest = = 0 
ana 
f?est = = n .  (C.9) 
When we transform and to the rest system using 
LT as above we get 
V 
"^st = m ^ ) 
S%5t = 0 (D.IO) 
cij = rijk r E -  _ P X K _ P(P'J) ;k 
rest ^ PI m m(t+ni) ^ * 
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So if v/e let then in the rest system 
= '  (D.n) 
- * • - * •  - * •  
That is, where now S is well defined as 
gjk _ (D.12) 
Proceeding with commutation relations we already have 
[W^, U^] = i s^-
so 
[U^, wj] = i S""^' = ^ (pO _ pk (D.13) 
and then 
B'Lf '4st3 = i Srist = i  "rest " 
So does behave like an angular moment un. 
Now we note that 
We define 
«U = • (D.15) 
S' ^ «rest = ^ 
to hold in any frame. Then rer.embering that [P"*, V.'^] = 0 u'e havs 
[S\ S-i] = i gijk gk (D.17) 
and we have a useful 
-*• -*• ' 'On 
(D.18) 
in any frame. 
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To put S into hyperplane terms let the observer a define 
(D.19, 
P° + m ^ (TI° P") + M 
the latter being put into netaobserver terms. This is the 
usual way to form a hyperplane operator: replace "tine-like" 
components of vectors such as P° by the contraction 
and three-vectors such as P® by P^. 
This form can be checked by letting a -»• y, that is a ^ i, 
or the observer beconcs the netaobserver. Then 
\ a. (n° P°) + n pG + m 
(D.20) 
fay straightforward n-identities. We cannot define an S°, nor 
claim that is a three-vector. has no "covariant" 
properties. Thus X in the state labels is the eigenvalue of 
r ; -r m 
or, to the observer himself. 
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APPENDIX E 
PROPERTIES OF L(n'; Tl) 
Proof that [n'^ X> E L(n'; n) p" X> is a good definition 
a ' 3 by checking the eigenvalues of P' and S' on 
L(i'; n) p" >•> .  
P'= L(n'; n) InJJ ;^> = 
= n'= PW L(n'; n) |n% g* A> 
= L(n'; n) n'" L(n'; |n^ n° \> 
= L(n'; n) (n'^ n^) r,%P° |n g" A> 
= L(n'; n) g^ g^g P^ |n p°^ x> 
= L(n'; Ti) P^ In x> 
= pG L(n'; n) In P^ x> 
S'3 L(n'; n) In^ A> = 
= S^(n') L(n'; n) |n^ P^ x> 
= L(n'; n) L"^(n'; n) S^(n') L(n'; n) In^ p" X> 
= L(n'; n) S^(r,} {n^ P A> 
= ÀL(n'; n) x> .  
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The justification of 
L " ^ ( n ' ;  n )  S ^ ( n ' )  L ( n ' ;  n )  =  S ^ \ n )  
goes as follows. First 
L " ^ ( n ;  n ' )  L ( r , ;  n ' )  =  L f n ;  n ' ) ^ _  
=  ( L ( n ;  n ' )  P ) ^  
also =n^n^n'.^P\ 
= n': P' 
= 
= L"T(n; 
M 
= (L"T(ri; Ti') n)^ 
In other words 
(E.3) 
n(LP) = (L'l n)P. (E.4) 
This is true of course for any four-vcctor operator, not just 
for P. Then any function f of the product of and any four-
vector also has the property 
f(n% (LA)") = f((L-T n)* A"). (E.5) 
Specifically S(n^, P^) obeys this so that 
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L"^(n'; n) S^(n', P, W) L(n'; n) S^(n', LP, LU) 
S"(L-1 n', P, W) 
S^CL'^n' ;  n)n'. P, VJ) 
S (^L(n;ri')r, ', P, i:) 
S^(n, P, W) .  (E.C) 
Thus the eigenvalues of P'*^ and S'^ on L(n'; n) |n X> 
are the sane as on jn' A> ,  and the definition holds, at 
least up to a phase. 
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